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Mondale Taking Stark
Warning For Vorster
:WASHINGTON (AP)— Vice were reluctant to spell out what they
President Walter Mondale is flying to meant when they spoke cof a "parting
Europe with a stark warning for Prime
Minister John Vorster: South Africa
must modify its system of racial
d)381 theithirfuce U.S. hostility.
White House officials say Mondale
will bang no tables and make no
demands, but merely will convey the
U.S. assessment of the situation that
confronts the West in Africa now.
In essence, the message is that white
supremacy has had its day and there
will be a parting of the ways between
the United States and the south African
republic unless there are early and
visible signs of fundamental changes in
its racial system.
Mondale meets Vorster in Vienna
Thursday in a high point of a 10-day
swing through Europe. He will be
visiting Portugal, Spain, Yugoslavia
and Britain as well. President Carter
has placed Mondale in primary charge
of U.S. policies in Africa.
Administration officials on Friday
of the ways" between the Washington
and Pretoria governments.
Supporters of a firm U.S. policy
against apartheid say there are many
steps the United States could take to
"persuade" South Africa's rulers to
achieve an even-handed racial policy.
They include:
—A policy of systematic American
disinvestment from South African
business.
—An end of intelligence cooperation
between the two countries.
—A reappraisal of U.S.-South African
cooperation in the development of
nuclear energy research and
development.
—Action by U.S. firms in South Africa
to tear down barriers of race that
separate the pay, the working con-
ditions, the skills and the social mixing
of whites and nonwhites.
—The termination of fiscal and credit
cooperation between the two countries.
—The withdrawal of U.S. military
AWARD WINNERS—Three high school students recently won awards at
the National Forensic League District Speech Tournament at Morehead
State University. The winners in the Original Oratory division induded from
left, John Brinkley, second place, Calloway County High Schook Schuman
Montgomery, first place, St. Xavier High School; and Catherine Hancock,
third place, Russellville High School
AWARD WINNERS—Three high school students recently won awards at
the National Forensic League District Speech Tournament at Morehead
State University. The winners in the Dramatic Interpretation division in-
cluded from left, Barbara Niedenzer, first place, Lexington Catholic High
School; Nada Frazier, second place, Calloway County High School; and
Shannon Kirkpatrick, third place, Russellville High School.
inside today
One Section — 12 Pages
The Louisville and Nashville Railroad Co. is not entitled
to a refund of $99,388 in state sales and use taxes, the
Kentucky Court of Appeals ruled Friday. _See the story on
Page 12.
Three months, $10,000 and 1,500 miles later. Donelle
McMasters has her four-year old son back. See this
unusual story on Page 12.
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and warm
tonight. Partly cloudy with a
chance of rain on Sunday. Lows
tonight in the 50s to low 80s. Highs
Sunday in the mid 80s. Winds
light southwesterly tonight. Rain
chances 30 per cent on Sunday.
today's index









and scientific personnel who work With
the South Africans at various levels
from research to satellite-tracking.
At the same time, however, the
Carter administration acknowledges
privately it is relying for now on South-
Africa to help bring about a settlement
in Rhodesia. The South Africans are
rebel Prime Minister Ian Smith's only
allies, providing him with an outlet to
the sea for his imports and exports.
Mondale, sources said, will be careful
to do nothing and say nothing that could
jeopardize the contribution South
Africa is able to make in achieving an
end to the fighting and a transition to
majority rule in Rhodesia.
The Vice President will seek to win
Vorster's agreement to a swifter,
easier settlement of the disputed future
of Namibia (South West Africa), which
once was given to South Africa to run
under a League of Nations mandate.
For some years, however, the United
Nations has been trying to wrest the
mineral-rich, sparsely populated
territory from Pretoria's control.
Members of Annie Knight's class at Murray Middle School recently made posters for the 13th Annual Charity Ball, to beheld June 4. Proceeds will go to further mental health programs at the Murray Comprehensive Care Center. For tickets,call Mary Taylor (753-8489) or Jane Hopson (753-9250).
$20 Billion Jobs Measure To
Provide For 1.1 Million Jobs
WASHINGTON (AP) — More tha41.1
million Americans will find work as a
result of the $20 billion that President
Carter and Congress are pumping into
- the economy for jobs, public works '
projects and revenue sharing, ad-
ministration officials say.
The legislation that Carter signed
Friday as ,the first phase of his
economic stimulus progam will benefit
unemployed construction workers- and--
young persons in particular.
"When I met with the other leaders of
the Western world in Europe this past
week, the most uniform concern
expressed was for jobs for young
people, and I think this is a move in the
right direction," Carter said at the
signing ceremony in the White House
Rose Garden.
The government said 6.7 million
persons were unemployed in April — 7.
per cent of the work force.
The - $20.1 - billion appropriation
tot-await will pump money into public
works projects, -such as repairs and
construction of public facilities; create
government public service jobs in
hospitals, recreation programs ant
energy saving activities; and hire
young people_ . .
Officials predicted that public works
construction would lead to 600,000 jobs
in the private sector — 300,000 in
building trades and 300,000 in related
employment. The cost is $4 billion for
the new program, which required a
separate spending authorization that
Carter signed it the ceremony.
The $8 billion in public service .money
will bring to 725,000 the number of
government jobs available in state and
'local governments. More than half the
total was created. by Carter's action
Friday, which will mainly benefit the
long-term 'jobless and welfare
recipients. This money will be spent
over the next 18 months, with hiring to
begin immediately.
--.-.. Some ;1 billion will be spent to boost
employment for 200,000 young people.
The bill provides nearly $5 billion for
the regular revenue-sharing program
for states and local governments.
Also in -- the appropriation is $631
million in special anti-recession aid for
state and local governments -where
Kentucky Is Facing Crisis In
National Guard Recruitment
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —The state
is facing a crisis in recruitment for the
Kentucky national guard, Adj. Gen.
Richard Frymire says.
"This is a very difficult year," he
said in an interview Friday.
Fryrnire said there are about 800
vacancies in the Army Guard, which is
authorized to have 6,000 men.
The Air Guard, with authorization for
1,000, lacks about 60 recruits, he said
The Kentucky commander attributed
the shortage to competition from the
regular Army, plus the end of the draft,
during which many youths joined the
guard to avoid active duty.
The guard shortage is especial})
acute at Louisville and Lexington,
Frymire said.
"Right now, if there were a disaster
there, we'd have to bring guardsmen
from other areas," he said. -Those
communities need to support the guard
as a matter of self-preservation."
Frymire said Kentucky's recruiting
shortage is about average in national
comparisons.
"The legislature has taken a very
positive attitude about this in 1974 and
1976," by- offering a number of In-
ducements to guard recruits, Frymire
said.
But still, he said, large gaps exist in
the Army guard units, scattered
throughout the state in 40 corrununitles
. All- of the Air Guard is stationed at
Standiford Field at Louisville.
"The basic problem when seeking tn—
enlist a young man out of high school is
that onethird of his life (six years ) thus
far will be spent in the guard and that's
longer than he can contemplate," the
adjutant general said.
He said the active Army is in the
same market for recruits and can offer
just three years, albeit fulltime, and
then no further obligations.
Three of Kentucky's eight Arr,.
battalions are high priority units f•
would join the 2nd Armored Divisio,
Ft. Hood, Tex. in case of emergenQ
"We need people to share in
country's defense and share in
venture training," Frymire said.
"Where else -can a man go or.
weekend to drive a tank, be part c'
helicopter crew or fire a howitzer y‘..-
•nuclear capabilities?"
Guardsmen basically are week,r
servicemen. They also attend camp
15 days each summer.
"So in effect we're attempting '
produce combat-ready units with p!
39 .training days annually," Frymire
said.
Among the lures enacted by the
General Assembly are additional in-
come tax credits, a one-time license tag
for $25. exemption from the local oc-
cupational tax, free $5,000 insurance on
active duty and free tuition at state
schools for widows and survivors of
guardsmen.
"Yes, the state is doing some things,
but Congress also is offering in-
ducements for the regular armed
forces ) and this is what we're com-
peting against," Frynure said.
He indicated any campaign to fill up
guard ranks would accentuate the
.positive aspects of guard duty.
Frymire said _the shortage is not
serious in rural communities.
TVA Rates To Rise
In June And July
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. i AP ) — Ten-
nessee Valley Authority power con-
sumers are in for a double dose of bad
news this summer — the federal Power
agency says its electric rates will rise
in June and July.
The June increase will be 59 cents per
1,000 kilowatt hours, reflecting costs of
fuel and purchased power in April. And
the July boost, the first TVA has im-
posed since January 1975, will be a
general hike in agency's basic electric
rates. '
Chairman Aubrey J. Wagner said
Thursday the amount of the July in-
crease will be determined at thrt May 26
board meeting,
"All our costs have gone up," Wagner
said. "We're having to pay more for
materials, labor, higher interest on our
bonds and for other aspects of our
power operations."
The 59-cent boost will raise TVA's
residential rate per 1,000 kilowatt hours
to $23.18. The June hike reverses a
downward trend in the monthly ad-
justment which had been in effect for
seven of the last eight months. TVA
power is distributed in most of Ten-
nessee and parts of Kentucky, North
Carolina, Virginia, Georgia, Alabama
and Mississippi.
Godwin Williams. TVA power
manager, told the board that projected
revenues of $1.88 billion for the fiscal
pear ending would fall $43.3 million in
operating expenditures.
After Williams made his projections,
both Wagner and board member
William Jenkins said it was obvious a
general rate boost to take effect in July
was needed.
"We have gone a long time without a
general increase," Jenkins com-
mented. "Everybody else's operating
costs have gone up in the last two years
and our's have too."
The basic increase in January 1975
left TVA's average rate for 1,000
kilowatt hours of power at $20.51.
Under the monthly adjustments the
rate has gone above $26 twice — in the
summer of 1975 and again last fall.
unemployment tops 6 per cent.
Meanwhile, in other economic news
Friday:
—Eleven members of the
Organization, of „E'etroleum Exporting
Countries reportedly have abandoned
plans to increkse- Oirpriees 5 Per Cent on
July 1. The Middle East Economic.
Survey, an oil journal, reported the
move, which it said could save oli
cohatuning. nations $2 billion in the
second half of the year. _
7—Many of the nation's largest
commercial banks hiked their prune
lending rate ka-point to 6,1 per cent,
reflecting the higher prices the
institutions are paying for the money
they lend. —
. --The Ciil Aeronautics Board
suspended a 2 per cent fare increase
sought by several airlines, while the
Interstate Commerce Commission
indicated that it would approve
request by bus operators for a 5. per
cent hike.
The new public works bill extends
and expands a $2 billion measure
signed last year by former President
Gerald R. Ford, which created 141,000
jobs in the construction, trades. Ford's
program expanded one that was
previously in existence.
There was a heated controversy
about the way the Commerce Depar-
tment's Economic Development
Administration distributed the $2
billion for publicworks last December.
Mayors from some big cities with
serious unemployment problems
charged their cities were passed over
while many small, better off com-
munities got grants.
The new allocation of public works
funds will give the most money to areas
with the greatest nurnber of unem-
ployed persons and the highest
unemployment rate.
Carter said every state will receive
between $:40 million and $500 million No
state-by-state breakdown was 1111-
mediately as ailable.
The combined Carter-Ford public
works total of Pi billion is still far short
of the $24 billion sought. by 25,000
communities.
Murray High School Student Council officers for 1977-78 installed at assem-
bly were, left to right, Lisa English, president, Mitzi Cathey, vice-president
Shawn Bakes., secretary, and Stacey Overbey. treasurer. Outgoing officers are
Ian Outland, president. Janie Flora, vice-president: Leeanna Dick, secretary,
and Tressa Brewer, treasurer. The Stage Band, directed by Poe Sills, played
several numbers following the installation. Jane Fitch and Mark Brady are
Student Counr if sponsors.
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DEAR ABBY: I've been married for nearly 25 years and
have six fine children, but I have lived a lie all my married
hie. I detest sex. I'm sure if I had had sexual relations
before matrimony. I never would have married.
My husband is a very fine and considerate person. He is
not demanding, but submitting to sex has always been
disgusting and degrading to me.
Act*.husbaud has ao idaii,hosv I faal legalise rye_never 
refused him, and I'm a very good actress. He seems
satisfied, but I just go through the motions—feeling
nothing but revulsion.
Don't suggest therapy. It's too late to change, and
besides I'm really quite .content with things as they are.
I'm convinced there must be other women like me who
were just born with a nature that is repulsed by this kind
of intimacy. Am I right?
LIVING A LIE
DEAR LIVING: Yet theee are other women who share
your view, but no one is born with attitudes about sex.
They are developed at an early age.
Many women and men) carry into marriage strong
prejudices about sexual relations that make it seem
degrading and disgusting. This seems to be the case with
you.
The physical side of marriage can be immensely
rewarding and beautiful, but if you're "content" missing
what you're missing, and your husband is genuinely
satisfied, you have no problem.
DEAR ABBY: Someone signed BEWILDERED made
reference to an abnormal child (a Mongoloid).
I am a Mongoloid. So are my parents. I was descended
from a whole family of Mongoloids. My husband is a
Mongoloid, too, so chances are 100 per cent that our child
will be born Mongoloid.
The human race has been categorized into three main
racial types: Caucasoid. Negroid and Mongoloid.
On behalf of more than one-third of the world's human
population, may I respectfully request that you correct
those who use the word "Mongoloid' to describe an
abnormal condition. The proper. term is "Dow n 's
Syndrome." Thank you for your time.
PHYLLIS J. KIMURA HAYASHIBARA
DEAR PHYLLIS: Your request is noted and
appreciated.
DEAR ABBY: I am writing in reference to a latter from
DAZED, who ridiculed her friend for spending so much
money on her dog's funeral. Thank you, Abby, for saying
that to some people their pets are their "children."
My beautiful Chihuahua, Chichi, died last year at the age
of 14. and if I had had the money to give her an elaborate
funeral, .4 -wouid- have -gladly- spent it. - -
When Chichi got sick, the vet told me her kidneys were
failing, so I offered one of mine, but he said he could get a
dog's kidney if he thought it would help.
Yes, Chichi was my "child." Actually, she was more
loving than a human child. She loved me and asked for
nothing in return but my love.
I know many children who don't give their parents love,
but expect their parents to give them everything in
creation.
So, if a person really wants love, he should get a pet and
love it like a child.
ANOTHER PET LOVER
DEAR PET LOVER: We are a nation of pet lovers. It
will come as no surprise to you that Americans spend more
money on pet food than on baby food.
Hate to write letters? Send 91 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose •
long, self-addressed, stamped (244) envelope.
1-4roOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon T116 P. M.




Association met recently at
the school with Mrs. Jean
Hurt's fourth grade winning a
treat for having the most
parents present.
The Murray Education
Association tape was played in
memory of Dennis Taylor,
principal, who died in
February of this year. He had
served as principal for twenty
years.
The PTA started a money-




Mrs. Barbara Priddy and
Mrs. Jean Hurt, fourth grade
teachers, were in charge of
fifty-five science fair exhibits
which were displayed in the
Media Center. The following
third and fourth grade
children were awarded prize
ribbons:
Biology — Leslie Massey,
first, Kelly Chilcutt, second,
Tammy Duncan, third, Lisa
Howard, fourth,-,Jerri Stallons
"Carter School, Little Tiger" and Lynnette Priest, fourth
tie; Earth Science — David
Randolph-and Kettle PrOder, Age- Clu-1)---Has-t-shirts that black and
first tie, Ella Stamps and
Missy Dunn, second tie, Amy
Roos, third, Chris Franklin, H • •awatian LuncheonStacy West, and Missy
George, fourth tie; Physics —
Phillip Carter, Kevin Wolf,
and Mike Johnson, first tie,
Natascha Tubbs, second,
Brent Priddy and Michael
Morgan, third tie; Math —
Sherry Meadows and Molly
Imes, first tie; Chemistry —
Jay Watson, third, Kelly
Humphreys, fourth.
Special group awards were
presented to Mrs. Roos, first
grade, Mrs. Cantrell, first
grade, Mrs. Francis, second
grade, and Mrs. Colson,
setond grade.
are
New officers elected for the
year, 1977-78, were the Rev. C.





Senior High of First
-iresbyterian Church will
have a, car wash at Coaches
Corner Amoco at Five Points
at nine a. m.
Goshen and 'Lynn Grove
United Methodist Church
Women will have a week of
prayer program at Goshen
Church at 1:30 p. m.
Bake sale will be held from
nine a. m. to two p. m. in front
of Roses by the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter Day
Saints.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will be Era of Iron
Revisited to meet at Center
Furnace Trail parking lot at
ten a. m., Animal Actions
walk to meet at Center Station
at two- ja. m, color slides on
reptiles of LBL at Center
Station at four p. m., and
junior fishing rodeo at Devil's
Elbow at nine a. m. •
Sunday, May 15
Reception for Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Curd on their
retirement from Calloway
County Schools will be at
-North Branch, Peoples Bank,
from two to five p. m. Guests
are requested to not bring
gifts.




Citizens of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will be
sponsored by the Ruth Warren
Group.
Gospel singing featuring the
Kings Sons will be held at the
Independence United




will be at the Murray-
Calloway Hospital conference
room at 7:30 p. m. with Dr.
Hal Houston as speaker.
Penny Homemakers. Club
will meet at the Extension
Office at 1:30 p.m.
O
Out of order? Don't
blow a fuse. Save
time and money on
service calls...check
to see that the unit
is plugged in, and





Recovery, Inc., will meet at




Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting at the club house
at 7:30 p. m. with a special
lesson on "Refinishing Wood.''.
Humane Society will meet
at the Public Library at seven
p. m. with Charlie Snyder of
Paradise Kennels as speaker.
Bluegrass State CB Club
will meet at the hall -over
Wallis Drugs at seven p. m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at the new
lodge hall on Highway 121,




Citizens will have a potluck
supper at 6:30 p. m. at the
ftobertsorr • -School-- gym.
Members and friends are
welcome.
Douglas Civic Improvement
Club will meet at the Douglas
Center, North Second Street,
at seven p. m. Earnesteen
Skinner, president, urges all
interested persons to attend
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a
m. to three p. m.
Registration for spring 1977
intersession will be on the first
floor of Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, with classes
to begin on the same date.
Lynn Grove and Kirksey
Senior Citizens will meet at St.
John's Episcopal Church at
-9:30 a. m. to take a trip to
Empire Farm in Land Bet-
ween the Lakes. For in-
formation call Jan Maddox,
753-8193.
First Christian Church CWF
will have a potluck luncheon
at twelve noon at the church
with Lanette Thurman as
speaker.
Tuesday, May 17
Shrine Sewing Ladies group
will meet with Mrs. Lora
Arnold, 1803 Westwood, at ten
a.m. Each one is to bring a
sack lunch.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
1:30 p.m. at the church to
conclude the Bible Study
chapters.
Murray Middle School PTO
will have an installation of
new officers and hear a
program by the Murray
Middle School Stage Band at
seven p.m. in the school gym.
Bazaar work day will be
held at ten a.m. by the First
United Methodist Church
Women.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
new lodge hall on Highway 121
North, Coldwater Road.
Dexter Senior Citizen: will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Members of the Golden Age
Club met Friday, May 6, in the
social hall of the First United
Methodist Church with a
potluck luncheon served at
noon.
The invocation was given by
the Rev. Mr. Sho of Jean who
was a special guest of the Rev.
Dr. James Fisher. Hosts and
hostesses for the luncheon
were Mr. and Mrs. 0. C.
McLemore, Mrs. Flora Ford,
Mrs. Artis Fuqua, Mrs. Birdie
Parker, Mrs. Mary Gertzen,
and Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
Spring liars from the
gardens Of" Fuquk Mrs.
Robbie Harrison, and Paul
Kingins were used as
arrangements for the tables.
Mrs. Gertzen, club
president, presided and asked
Norman Klapp, chairman of
the nominating committee, to
name the officers elected for
the ensuing year. He reported
the officers now serving were
re-elected who are Mrs.
Gertzen, president, Mrs. Rose
Burgoyne, vice-president,
Mrs. Mable Tolley, treasurer,
Mrs. Gussie Adams,
secretary, Mrs. Norman
Klapp, reporter, and Paul
Kingins, chaplain.
The highlight of the af-
ternoon was an Hawaiian
party with recorded Hawaiian
music played during the social
hour.
Mr. and Mrs. Gertzen en-
tertained with an Hawaiian
song. Most of the ladies wore
mumus, and the men wore
shorts and colorful shirts.
Most of the group also wore




An open meeting of the
Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be
held Monday, May 16, at 7:30
p.m. at the club house, ac- .
cording to Maxine Scott, vice-
chairman.
Mrs. Scott said a special
workshop meeting will be held
by the mason's Antique and
Gift Shop. Each person at-
tending may bring a piece of
wood, any type except maple,
to be refinished.
Hostesses for the meeting
are Alexa starks, Virginia




Melissa Baker, Janet Ward,
Cortez Byers, the Rev. Mr.
Sho, the Rev. Dr. Fisher, and
Kimberly Hosford. New
members present were Mrs.
Helen Peebles and Mrs. Mary
Ray.
Members present were Paul
Kingins, Mesdames Calista
Clanton, Robbie Harrison,
Connie Jones, Mary L- •se
Baker, Tennessee Outland,
Mattie Parker, Artis Fuqua,
Thelma Parker, Birdie




Autrey Lange, Naomi Sch-
walm, Floy Caldwell, and
Lucille Rollins, Messrs and
Mesdames Joe Gertzen, Dan
Mears, Bryan Tolley,
Clarence Horton, Norman
Klapp, Clarence Hunt, Harold
Marvin, Roger Burgoyne, 0.




Menus for the week of May
16-20 for the lunchrooms at the
Murray City Schools have




SON — Monday - hog dog,
beans, slaw, and cookie;
Tuesday - meatloaf, sweet
potatoes, green beans, rolls,
and jelly; Wednesday -
spaghetti, tossed salad,
orange, brown bread, and
cookie; Thursday - ham-
burger, tater tots, mixed fruit,
and ice cream; Friday -
pimento cheese, potato chips,
celery sticks, and banana.
MURRAY MIDDLE —
Monday - bar-be-qued beef or
hot dog and cake; Tuesday -
pizza or hamburger and
cookie; Wednesday - ravioli or
hot dog and chocolate cluster;
Thursday -` field day, sack
lunch; Friday - field dal; sack
lunch. A choice of fruits and
vegetables are available
daily.
MURRAY HIGH — Monday
- country fried steak, ravioli,
and cookie; Tuesday - field
day, sack lunch; Wednesday -
turkey and gravy, pizza, rolls,
and jelly; Thursday - taco,
corn dog, and ice cream;
Friday - grilled cheese, fish
sandwich, and cookie. A
choice of fruits and vegetables
and a hamburger line is
available daily.
Carter School Science Fair winners were, left to right, front row, Mkhael Johnson,
Kevin Wolf, Brent Priddy, Jay Watson, Sherry Meadows, Molly Imes, Natascha Tubbs,
Kellie Proctor, Phillip Carter, David Randolph, second row, Mrs. Barbara Priddy,
teacher, Tammy Duncan, Lisa Howard, jerri Stallons, Lynette Priest, Leslie Massey,
Kelley Humphreys, Missy George, Stacy Barber, Amy Roos, Missy Dunn, Ella Stamps,
Chris Franldin,-and Mrs. Jean Hurt, teacher. Photo by GeraW Carter
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Ends Units: FUTURE WORLD (8:00)
"THE LAND TNAT TINE Foliser (9:50)
EACH FEATURE SHOWN ONCE NITELY





THE STORY OF A
CHATTER






is pleased to announce that
Deena Blalock & Carolyn Dunlap
Are Now Associated
With the salon
Carolyn Bronlap Dem Blalock
Carolyn Works everyday except
Monday and Deena works
on Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
Call for An Appointment
at 753-3191
Samsonite for a song
It's Samsonite S Saving time. And you
can save as much as 33%. Save on
rugged, beautiful Silhouettes:
Samsonite's most popular line. Save on
Classics Ill attaches. The standard in
business cases for people who depend on
organization. And save on the
revolutionary High Rise Dopps Kit. Dual
size inner compartment expands from its
18" regular size to hold as much as a 12"
kit. All colors and styles are on sale so get
Samsonite for a song today. Just in time
for Father's Day, graduation, weddings.
birthdays.. or for yourself. Now until June 5.
ITEM REGULAR PRICE SALE PRICE
SILHOUETTE LADIES
LADIES SHOULDER TOTE $38 00
LADIES' HANOI TOTE 40 00
LADIES' DRESS PAK 46 00
LADIES' BEAULY CASE_ 4800
LADIES' O'NITE 50 00
24 LADIES' PULLMAN 68 00

























50 00 TLX 
57 00 11.00
60 00 20.00
Samsonite Sale May 15th-June 5thSale Prices on Items in Stock Only
Lindsey's Jewelers

















Mi Ann Stacy ()%en
and Alan Taylor Jones
Mr. and Mrs. James Gerald Owen of Lexington announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Ann
Stacy, to Alan Taylor Jones, son of Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Eugene Jones of Murray. .
The bride-elect is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and
will graduate in December from Murray State University with
a Bachelor of Science gegree in Education. he is a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority.
Mr. Jones is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and is
presently a pre-engineering student at Murray State Univer-
sity. He will enter the University of Kentucky College of
Engineering in September:
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, August 13, at
7:00 p.m. at the First Christian Church, Murray. A reception
will follow at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Only out of town invitations are being sent and all friends
and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the recep-
tion.
Josie Baker Leader For Program .11
Meeting Of The Goldwater Women
The Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women met
Monday, May 2, at 7:30 p.m. at
the church with Mrs. Josie
Baker as the program leader
on the lesson on "Spring."
Mrs. Lucille Potts read the
scripture, Matthew 6:26-28
and Solomon 2, and also
presented a special talk on
"Spring." Evelyn Kinsey led
in prayer followed by another
article on the same subject by
Lorene Wilson.
"God's Masterpiece" was
the title of the article read by
Mrs. Elizabeth Jones. Nancy
Haneline read an article on
"Illustration," and Jane
Lamb discussed "Anxious
Care." The book of Matthew
was discussed by Mrs. Helen
Smith.
The closing prayer was led
by Mrs. Kathy Mohler.
The hostess, Mrs. Josie
Baker, served cookies,
brownies, and soft drinks.
Also present were Mrs. Patsy
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Ladies day golf was held at
the Oaks Country Club on
Wednesday with Jennifer
Crouse as hostess.
A tie for medalist was
between Cpirilyn Caldwell and
Mary Bogard for the cham-
pionship flight with Bogard
winning the playoff. Other
winners were. Burlene
Brewer, first flight, Ada Sue
Roberts, second flight, and
•'l.ry  Alice Sznithr.10w. .Putts• -
Golf hostess for Wednesday,
May 18, will be Virginia Jones.
Also on that day a ladies day
luncheon will be served at
noon with Sandy Fulton and
Edna Sammons as co-
chairmen of the hostesses.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a. m .
with Ada Sue Roberts as
hostess.
Other hostesses will be Julia
Bell, Melba Hatcher, Grace
James, Eleanor Miller, Peggy





Mary J. Lovett, Glenda
Newsome, Margaret Odle,
Carolyn Reagan, Jean West,
Doris Williams, Jackie Wray,
and Edwards.
Michael D. Boyd, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Boyd, was
graduated from the College
of Pharmacy, University of
Keatocky, on Sunday, Ma I 8.
He was also presented with
the Robert B. Begley Student
Community Pharmacist
Award, an award presented
each semester to a student
participating in the Phar-
macy Practice Clerkship
who best exemplifies the
practice of community phar-
macy. He received an
engraved plaque and a
check for $250.00 from the
Begley Drug Company. Mike
has accepted a position with
the pharmacy at the Wood-
ford County Hospital, Vei-
sallies.
Many groups of young people tour Murray-Calloway
County Hospital each year. These seventh grade
students at Murray Middle School were guided through
the emergency room and the laboratory Thursday, Ma
5. Left to right on the front row are Susan Hutchins and
Amy Carman; middle row, Kim Sykes, Peggy Mize
Jamie Rogers and Jerry Broach; back row, Debbie Dorn-
feld, Patsy Massey, EKG technician and laboratory tour
guide, Christi Smith, Dean Stoddard and Randy Mon-
tgomery. Accompanying the students were Middle
School Guidance Counselor Geneva Brownfield and
two guidance practicum students from Murray State
University, Paula Compton and Frances Thalman.
LIBRARY NOTES
From *writ Trovethon
New books at the Calloway
County Public library include
the following:
YOU CAN DO IT, by
William Proxmire. Simon &
Schuster.
WHAT TO BUY FOR GRADUATION??












guide to good health and
emotional well-being 1..1, is
vitality and zest for
achievable.
HOW TO MEND
TREASURES, by .•-r e
Malone. Phaedra.
The purpose and - • f
this book is to It., •
quickly how to ui.•
broken treasure, wth.!




Included in this •





With records and ii I





by Susan Howatch. s •
Schuster. ._ •
The bestselling al.' • 1
PENMARRIC has rc,
the period from 1922-





A thriller, about a
who learns the shock ii
about the death of .1
Hoover. His discovery .,
extortion, deceit, and





daily life of the Plains f
women as they rej
prayed, endured.
mourned after the I1,e






 Frances Drake 
FOR SUNDAY, MAY 15, 1977
What kind of day will tomarrow
be' To find out what the stars
say, read the forecast given for
your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Some intrigue evident. Keep
involvement to a MilliMUM. Go
your sturdy way, unaffected by
pettiness or deception.
TAURUS
, Apr. 21 to May 21)
Personal relationships under
something of a cloud. Be
especially tactful where money
is involved.
GEMINI
)r May 22 to June 21)
Your self-confidence and
poise should be at a peak now,
so takP_Ihk-initialisz...andr.gu,.
after what you want. Stumbling
blocks will fall by the wayside.
CANCER




cultural pursuits. Day spells
action.Plan and act wisely.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 124Z
Don't let your impluses
dominate logic —• especially in
situations where finances are
involved. Recklessness with
money now could prove
disastrous later.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
A period for some reap-
praisal. Through reflection, you
will get a clearer picture of the




(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Avoid tendencies toward
emotionalism, impatience with
obstacles. You have no op-
ponents so strong that they
can't be handled with per-
suasiveness and good will.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt'e
Avoid making hasty
'decisions Look more closely
FOR MONDAY
What kind of day will tomorrow
be' To find out what the stars
say, read the forecast given for
your birth Sign.
ARIES
Mar 21 to Apr. 20 sr,r-A
s
Emphasis on ACTION. You
can now go ahead with plans
conceived last week, expanding
your interests considerably.
TAURUS
(DApr. 21 to May 21)
Your Venus, beneficent, now
stimulates creativity ancI in-
tuition. You should have a
happy day if you don't fret over
imaginary obstacles.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Keep emotions under control
and do not make drastic or
needless changes on the spur of
the moment. Be especially
careful in a romanitc in
June r2 to July 23r et)
Where there's a difference of
opinion in a job situation,
negotiate rather than argue.
Realize that you have the
necessary backing and act
accordingly.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23,
You could' launch a new
venture now if you have given it
careful thought. A good day for
promoting, advertising your
wares; in general, to press on to
better things,
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A good word from the right
source may enable you to gain -
the recognition you have been




(Sept.  24 to Oct. 23)
The spotlight is now on your
material interests. Indications
are that you will receive
something of value-and in an
• entirely mannersc .
(Oct.  24 to Nov. 22i Meat'
Stellar influences encourage
more of the grit and ingenuity
'that won laurels for you in the
innovations.ntils w111- be a 
good day for
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
µ
Not a good day in which to
Speculate, but a fine one in
which to seek information
regarding future investments
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan 20) VIR/I-
Your morale should get a
boost now. Some new light is
shed on old problems and you
should find More persons
responding to your efforts. A
brighter outlook indicated.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 21 to Feb 19)




Miss Hubie E Smith,
retired teacher at Murray
State University, spoke on
"Life Is Made of Moments- at
the meeting of the Benton
Municipal Hospital Auxiliary
held in the dining room of the
Long Term Care Unit on May
5
into all situations. There may be
values not seen at a cursory
glance.
SAGITTARIUS eak-V*(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A stimulating day! Stellar






Dec. 22 to Jan.20)
Don't be disappointed if a
planned trip is called off. It
could be for the best. Evening
social activities promise to be
lively.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 194
0311T91139___AL the
spotlight. You may now be able
to take a trip that was post-
poned or you may heir some
excellent news from afar.
PISCES
, Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Your native intuition at a
peak. A plod day for backing
your hunches with zestful,
optimistic performance. Travel
and romance • especially
favored.
YOU BORN TODAY are en-
dowed with great charm, a deep
sense of responsibility, love and
understanding of your
fellowman, lively imagination
and, above all, a tremendous
appreciation for beauty — along
with the talent to fit you for
success in almost any of the
arts. You also have a scientific
bent but, here, it may . best
express itself in the fields of
medicine, chemistry or physics.
Your patience and your love of
children make you well suited to
the field of education, also. If
you do not take up one of the
arts — especially painting,
writing, music or the theater —
as a :career, you are almost
certain to adopt one or the other
as an avocation. Birthdate of:
James Mason and Joseph
Cotten, film stars.
,MAY-19, 1977
matter advised. Look beyond
the immediate situation.
Potential is greater,..than you
may imagine.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Don't give up on a pet project
because it seems to lack luster.
Try a novel twist in approach-
to restore incentive and get
going again
)0
YOU BORN TODAY are en-
dowed with great deter7.
mination, a fine intellect and a
tremendous awareness of other
persons and their needs. You
also have a lively imagination
and a great love of beauty and
tradition: could excel at almost
any of the arts but, notably, in
painting, music or literature-
all or any of which would bear
the stamp of you strong in-
tellectual prowess. Other-fields
which are open to you: the law,
statesmanship, education,
archeology, medicine and
landscaping. You are far More
self-confident than most
Taureans, but try to curb
tendencies toward obstinacy
and an insistence on your own
way which, at times, labels you
as dogmatic. Birthdate of : Wm.
H. Seward, Sec'y. of State under




Mrs. Faye Forbus of Murray and Austin Copeland of
Mayfield announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Nancy Copelan1,- to Marcel
Ledoux, son of Mary Ann and Douglas Leary of Orlando, Fla.
The wedding will besolemnized on Saturday, June 18, at two
p. m. in a garden setting at the Murray Woman's Club House
with Judge Robert 0. Miller performing the ceremony. A
reception will follow the ceremony inside the club house.
Only out of town invitations will be sent, and all friends and






Of the 4th District
I am Joshua (Josh) Tabers a candidate for
magistrate of the 4th District. I am 54 years of
age and a Veteran of World War II I am the
son of the late Oliver and Onie Tucker Tabers.
I am married to Hazel Willeford Tabers. We
have eight children.
I have worked for the public since a small
boy.--In most cases they were satisfied.
II elected, I will be working to please the
citizens of my district I will be talking to them
often and using their good ideas when
possible. But when the need be (for the best
interest of the people) I will use my own.
Your vote and influence will be greatly ap-
preciated.
My name will appear No. 1












Most of you come to my office annually for either car registration, recording 01
deeds or mortgages, voter registration, or to sec ure one of the multitude of
licenses that are issued by my office.
Since becoming your Clerk, the total receipts of the ( leek's Office have in-
creased from '700,000 to '1,300,000. To serve you faster and more efficiently, 1
have installed electric calculators and typewriters, complete microfilm system,
together with new and improved indexing of deeds and chaftel mortgages.
These are just a few of the progressive changes that have occurred during my
tenure in office4
As a result of recent legislative action. the Clerk's Office will he faced in the
future with a total change in the licensing and titling of motor vehicles. These
nest four years will require experience and expertise on the part of your ( lerk.
.1 base done my very best to help you in every way, to be murteous to you, to
answeraour questions, and to listen to your problems. I enjoy my job and I want
to continue to help you, task for your vote on May 24.
Marvin Harris, Clerk




- Le Or 8r Times
_
Walter L. Apperson, publisher MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,R. Gene McCutcheon, editor.Inc
-.-cipigippo- Wafts to Ma -editor ntk response. la Almeida iibl""*"'" 
F' °pi-N1€ E- upu.,114 'el arbeles are encourageddit,,r tel.% and upituunateddirladir on VOW 11111n• are presented listor purpose c( providing rffe"wn tor the leer COMM* elf *lief ia I-0A. p---2
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'
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Students Make Good Consultants
By STEPHEN FOX
AP Business Writer
MENLO PARK, Calif. (AP) — For
Roman Meal Co., the question was
whether or not to step up promotion of
its hot breakfast cereal in a market
long dominated by Quaker Oats'
venerable Cream of Wheat. But instead
of turning to a high-powered consulting
firm, the Tacoma, Wash., company
asked a group of Stanford Business
School students here for advice.
• 'The studekts told them to forget it,"
recalls Robert Davis, a professor (A
marketing. "Hot cereal is a small
Today In History
Today is Saturday, May 14, the 134th
day of 1977. There are 231 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1787 a convention met
in Philadelphia to draw up the U.S.
Constitution.
On this date:
In 1643, Loins XP/ became King of
France. "- -
In 1804, Meriwether Lewis and
William Clark set out from St. Louis, -
Mo., on their expedition to the Pacific
Coast.
In 1940, German bombers razed much
of the Dutch port city of Rotterdam in
World War II.
In 1948, Britain ended its rule in
Palestine, and the independent state of
Israel was proclaimed.
In 1970, the Ford Motor Co. an-
nounced it had turned down a Soviet
request to build a truck plant in the
Soviet Union.
Ten years ago: A consultant to the
President's Crime Commission
predicted a rebellion within the ranks of
organized mime within 10 years.
Five years ago: After 27 years of
American rule, Okinawa was returned
to Japan.
Today's birthday: Opera singer
Patrice Munsel is 52 years old.
Thought for today: "Chance favors
the prepared mind." — chemist Louis
Pasteur, 1822-1895.
segment of the (breakfast cereal
market and it's dominated by Quaker
Oats. It costs a lot of money to get in
increase in market share and even if
you do, it isn't worth much."
Roman Meal, which manufactures
natural grain mixes, took the advice,
thus joining such firms as TRW, Cor-
ning Glass, General Electric, IBM and
Texas Instruments in using business
school students as corporate con-
sultants; at less cost than professional
consulting firms.
- "It's a good 'way to go," says Ray
SCafe, Hornell Meal's vice president for
marketing. ''It's a project the company
has to perform, so you kill two birds
with one stone. We need the work done
and they get the experience. We don't
always follow their recommendations
but they add more depth to our
research and sometimes we get some
real insights."
Almost every major business school
now has student consulting programs
as part of the curriculum. Corporate
clients generally pay for the costs of the
programs, which count as course
credits, but the students don't get paid.
Unlike the older "case study" method,
in which students dissected a corporate
problem in class, consulting programs,
usually called "field studies," offer the
opportunity to deal with real business
problems.
"These assigments are for keeps,"
says Davis, 56. "The real management
is going to listen. The students learn
that you can't just write the honest
truth — that there are all sorts of
company politics that go on. It's useful
for them to realize the world is tough."
Students are enthusiastic about field
study programs for the same reason.
Claudia Burnett, a second-year Master
of Business Administration candidate
at Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y.,
says developing a computerized
marketing information system for
Corning Glass allowed her "to test the
theory I learned at Cornell with the
practical world at Corning and allowed
me to sort Out what is useful in the
academic curriculum and what I
believe is not so useful."
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At the University of Dallas, which has
about 100 field study projects each
year, there is a waiting list of com-
panies seeking student consultants.
"The project must have intellectual
content and the challenge must, be
there. If not, we won't accept the
client," says Dr. David Gordon, a
management professor who supervises
Dallas's -field study , program.. "It is
important that we don't lose our
identity as an educational institution.
We're not a job shop."
Says Charles M. Leighton, head of
CML Inc. in Concord, Mass.: "The
lovely thing about students is that they
say exactly what they think. They have
no emotional ties and no politics in the
company." CML, which sells outdoor
leisure items, has utilized six Harvard
Business School teams over the years.
One student team came across a
problem at CML's Carroll Reed sub-
sidiary, which sells outdoor supplies by
mail order and through six stores
located in ski areas.
"They came in here with pictures of
the stores, each with a different sign,"
Leighton said. "Now the stores ought to
have the same sign, but we simply
hadn't noticed."
Student candor can cause friction
with some corporate executives, says
Prof. Benjamin Shapiro, who super-
vises Harvard's "Creative Marketing
Strategy" consulting teams.
A California corporation using a
UCLA team for a real estate study got
more than it bargained for when the
group discovered what it considered
fraudulent activities in one division,
recalled team leader Bob Bolen.
"One student got on a plane and went
to the company's San Francisco
headquarters and said, 'Your such and
such division is doing something
fraudulent," Bolen recalled. "It was a
gross over-response and I think could
be said to be damaging."
Some firms use the consulting period
as a chance to look over students for
possible future employment, says Dr.
Arlene Chait, director of management
field studies for the Graduate School of
Management at the University of
California at Los Angeles.
"Some companies will call and be up
front about it," says Chait, who
supervises about 100 student teams a
year. "They'll say, 'We'd like to have a
field study but we'll also be watching
the students."
Nonetheless, she says, most com-
panies are more interested in the im-
mediate problem and many have found
that listening to the students saves
consulting fees and pays off.
Let's Stay Well.
Leg Ulcers and Enlarged Veins
Q: Mrs NF' writes that her
father-in-law, in his &A. LS
troubled with enlarged veins
and recurrent ulcers. on the
skin on the front of his lower
left leg above the ankle His
right leg has no apparent
enlargement in the veins and
no ulcers in the skin.
She was surprised when his
physician explained that such
circulatory problems are more
common with the left leg than
the right If so. she wonders
h hi, left leg would be Fore
likely to have trouble She also
aunts III know what her father-
an-law should do for rebel'
A: Enlarged veins may.
hem becau.se of a natural
By F'J L Blasutgame,
weakness in their v..alLs, an in-
herited tendency As the walls
relax, the valves inside the
s.-euts fail to support the column'
blood, and its pressure gradu-
ally enlarges the veins Then
they can be seen and felt
through the skin and are
known as varicose veins.
These allow stagnation of the
blood, which congests. the
tissues, including the skin Its
congestion impairs the nutri-
tion and restilts in ulcerations
Or a clot may form in the leg or,
pelvic veins, causing back
pressure of blood
Whole such varicosities of
blockage may occur in either
the right or left leg, the left is
more subject to impaired
return of blood. The difference.
is explained by the arrange-
ment of the veins in the pelvis
as they pass up from the thighs.
The left vein is longer and
'may be pressed against the
pelvic arteries as it passes
behind them and on front of the
spine to join the right veins In
addition, the pelvic colon on
the left, and the rectum.
especially when filled with con-
stipated stool. may press
against the pelvic vein (lell
common iliac) as it carries
blood from the left thigh and
pelvis. The pelvic vein on Ole
F..Ms Blasingame. MD
left may be the source of blots]
clots that can break loose and
'lodge in the lungs
Varicose veins may have to
be removed and the blood
forced to return by the deep
veins, if they are open Then
the ulcers are more likely to
heal. -
An elastic stocking or sup-
port hose may prove beneficial
Excessive obesity should be
corrected gradually by diet A
bulky diet may help to avoid
Constipation and lessen peh ic
pressure and 'congestion
Reasonable exercise. tarcluding
walking, may help circulation
in the legs
Ykr.rvittie 11.08.1 Foart• ";Nntson
Echoes From The Past
(.4 Column of historical and genealogical
anecdotes, stories and familv notes.)
Written By Judith A. Maupin
Whiskey So Pure
Whiskey making has been an art-
(orrn in Kentucky since the time when
the first settlers moved here. In fact,
when Shadrach Futrell settled on
Donelson Creek, one of the items
mentioned in his list of household goods'
was a still, used to Take peach brandy,
Matthew Lyon, that famous politician
of Lyon County, brought two stills with
him when he came here from Vermont.
It was felt that a "drap of sperrits" was
good for the soul and even better for the
digestion. This was a personal thing,
and no one thought it would ever be
necessary for a personal taste to be
regulated by the government, much
less prohibited, as it later proved to be.
Another reason for the making of
-medicinal spirits" was just that— for
medicinal purposes. In the days before
anesthesia was available, if a man
needed a tooth pulled or a leg am-
putated, getting him good and soused
was the next best thing to an anesthetic
that the frontier could produce.
When the natural exuberance which
whiskey brings to the surface
threatened to get out of hand, the local
law began to intervene. Public houses,
as the pioneer hotels were called, were
forced to be licensed if they expected to
dispense alcohol. Then, in the days of
the night-riders, about 1907, the first
active attempts at outlawing whiskey
took place.
Although this movement originated
as a means of raising the prices paid to
the small tobacco-grower, its mem-
bers, usually anonymously, took it upon
tnemselves to regulate such other
matter's as morals — both public and
private — and eliminate minority
groups from the communities. In one
-such incident, a group of night-riders
decided to clear the air of Golden Pond,
which was notorious as the center of the
moonshine business even then. The
men rode into town, raided the local
establishment, run by John Collins, and
pulled the stoppers out of his whiskey
barrels, so that the streets of Golden
Pond, for at least one night literally
"ran with rum."
Later, as Prohibition became a fact,
Golden _ pond whiskey became a
household word, mostly due to the
enterprising ways of a man named Joe
Bogard, who hired other locals to make
the brew — to his specifications — and
who then bottled it himself. This
businesslike way of doing things
resulted in a product that became
known for its quality as far away as
Chicago. It also brought almost every
"revenooer" in the state down on the
heads of the local reside6ts and
resulted in much bloodsilld.
There are many stories, about the
days of prohibition, one of which was
told me not long ago, by a man who
chose that his name not be used. It
seems that he was preparing, one day
in the 1930's, to haul a load of 'shine to
Memphis. When word got around (he
had said, merely that he was "going to
town" which could have meant Golden
Pond, or at most, Cadiz), one of the
neighboring women asked him if he
would take her eggs to town with him
and exchange them for a few spools of
thread. Rather than go into details, he
agreed.
That night, when he and his partner
pulled out, they realized that they
hadn't eaten, so they proceeded to
demolish the raw eggs, washing them
down with the home-brew. ( Never let
anyone tell you that the men who made
moonshine never drank it!) Somehow
or dther, they made it ta Memphis,
delivered their load, and in three days
time were back home, complete with
the thread. The only comment the
neighbor lady made, when she was
handed her thread was, "It took you a






NEW YORK ( AP) — The fact that
output per manhour of Americans is
rising again won't create the headlines
that might come from the economic
summit meeting in London, but it is
probably more significant.
A rise in output per manhour, or
productivity, undercuts inflation. And
is there any economic news that is more
welcome and meaningful than that?
Hardly.
The summit is made up of good in-
tentions, negotiations, agreements and
goals. Productivity is what already has
been accomplished. And based on the
latest figures those accomplishments
have been great.
Whereas the long-term growth in
productivity, based on measurements
since World War II, has been about 2.3
per cent a year, the increase during the
first quarter of 1977 was at a 3.2 per cent
annual rate.
Equally encouraging, this
measurement of the efficiency with
which we utilize ow- labor, resources,
plant, equipment and capital surged
over the rate achieved in the previous
quarter, the final one of 1976.
Many economists would like to see
the first-quarter rate exceeded in
subsequent quarters, because then it
would demonstrate conclusively that
there is vitality left in the American
system. But 3.2 really isn't bad.
It most certainly will be the most
important counterforce to the in-
flationary thrust of economic activity,
because rising productivity means we
are getting our products onto the
market at a lower cost.
It doesn't mean we are slaving all the
harder to turn out more widgets per
worker. It does mean that we are
working smarter — we are employing
our skills, our factory space, our
technology, our brains, our money.
Seldom do we see any figures on the
inflationary impact of using these
ingredients inefficiently, but it is in that
inefficiency that inflation is born and
nourished.
Unfortunately, we have never quite
learned to maintain peak efficiency for
very long. Sooner or later we become
sloppy in the employment of our
various resources. Up go prices, down
goes economic activity.
It is at the low points in economic
activity that we manage to get our-
selves together and once again utilize
our resources in a more efficient
manner.
. Employment is pared, frills are
eliminated, expense accounts are
scrutinized, unproductive projects and
,products are cut, inefficient factories
are closed. ine company becomes
lean; it gets into shape.
Having demonstrated its efficiency,
the rewards soon'begin to accumulate.
Profits improve. But the new sense of
security begins to soften the discipline
and dedication.
Gradually the hard-won efficiency is
lost again. We seek more than we
produce. We seek to be served. And
prices rise.
After having bounced along in this
cycle since the founding of the country,
it would seem about time to come up
with some answers.
But until we do, we can take some
comfort — better watch it, not too much
— from the realization that increasing
productivity is right now working to
undermine some of those inflationary
pressures.
Bible Thought
Then shall they cry unto the Lord,
but he will not hear them; he will
even hide his face from them at that
time, as they have behaved them-
selves ill in their doings. Micah 3:4.
Evil men must repent and change
their ways. Only then can they pray
"God, please help me!"
10 Years Ago
Army Private First Class Jimmy D.
Ragsdale, son of Mr. and Mrs. James
H. Ragsdale, was awarded a safe
driving certificate while serving with
the 24th Transportation Company near
Thy Hoa, Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Nix Harris,
Hobert Evans, and Dr. E. F. Day.
Miss Nancy Cotham, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Freed Cothlun, has been
selected as the "Outstanding Woman
Faculty Member" at Fort Hays State
College,- Hark -Kansas. — - - - -
Baxte r Bilbrey and Dale Nanny of
Murray High School and Ruth Bennett
of Calloway County High School will
participate in the state track meet at
Lexington on May 20.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Norsworthy an-
nounce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Sharon, to Franklin Carroll, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Carroll.
20 Years Ago
Karl Warming has resigned as ad-
ministrator of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital to accept a position as
administrator of the Hardin Memorial
Hospital, Elizabethtown.
Miss Prudence McKinney,
graduating senior member of the
Murray Training School Orchestra,
was named as the recipient of the Anon
Foundation Award given by the Mw-ray
Lions Club at the spring concert of the
season.
Camp Sacajawea is the name
selected for the Girl Scout Camp in the
contest sponsored by the Murray Girl
Scout Association. Scout Beverly
Lassiter submitted the winning name.
The Madrigal Singers of Murray
State College will present a concert on
May 16 at the MSC Library Reference
Room with Prof. Robert Boar as
director.
Jerry Shroat, Anita -t _McDougal,
Carolyn Wood, Michael MeCasey, and
Benita Maddox were installed as of-
ficers of the Murray Training School
Chapter of the Future Business Leaders
of America.
30 Years Ago
A Missionary Baptist Church of
approximately twenty-five members
will be organized at New Providence on
May 15.
Sally Cunningham Petty was honored
by the Houston-McDevitt Clinic, Inc.,
on National Hospital Day for her
twenty-five years of faithful service at
4- the clinic.
Clegg Austin, clarinet solo, and Jerry
Williams, trumpet solo, from Murray
High School, were awarded ratings of
excellent at the 23rd Kentucky High
School Music Festival at Lexington.
Prof. L. R. Putnam will direct the
chorus of Murray State College in a
presentation of "The Cross of Fire" at
the recital hall on May 18.
Marriages announced this week
include Ann Brown to Paschall West on
May 4.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Cratis Colson, May
13, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frank
Kirk, May 9, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Burkeen on May 12, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. James Knott, May 9.
New officers of the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America are Jean
Wisehart, Naomi McMillen, Norma
Farris, Betty West, Jean Corn, Barbara
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P.O. Box IS, Mope, Ky. 42011
40 Years Ago
The Calloway County Farm Bureau
has voted unanimously to make a
survey for rural electrification.
The large air-conditioning plant now
being installed at the Capitol Theatre
will be completed within the next ten
days, according to Clifford Morris,
theatre manager.
Traffic is expected to be turned in on
the newly constructed Paris-Hazel
Highway by July 1. •
Marriages announced this week
include Christine Jones to Samuel
Kelley on May 2.
Births reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hanford
McCuiston, May 11, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Plumer Witty, May 5, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Duncan, May 7, a
girLto Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Bray, May
7, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. -Millard Easley,
May 8, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Henderson, May 8, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Witty Lee, May 5.
Eleanor Gatlin, Mary Elizabeth
Roberts, Harold Gilbert, James
Thurmond, Thomas Earl Martin,
'Rudolph Colson, 0. J. Sparks, Paul
Lemmons, Thomas Ross Sammons,
Mary Marrs, Mary Frances Perdue,
Annie Lee Farley, Frances Wilferd,
Martin Provine, and Charlotte Owen
are cast members of the senior play,
"The Moonstone," at Murray High













































































Murray Business News Briefs
FditPri by
FRANK GONZALES
Harold Schmaltz transferred to Murray
New to the *Murray scene
is the Harold Schmaltz
Family from St. Johns,
Michigan. Schmaltz is
sales representative for E-
Z-Flo Chemical Company
of Lansing, Michigan with
general offices in Lansing,
regional offices in
Columbus, Ohio and
Kentucky offices . and
warehouse in Lexington. E-
Z-Flo is a subsidiary of
Union Carbide Cor-
poration.
Schmaltz will be ser-
vicing farm supply outlets
in 30 counties within the
western Kentucky sales
territory and will operate




returns to his home state
with his family of 5
children after an absence
of over 25 years.
Formerly associated
with the Clinton Count)
News in St. Johns.
Michigan, he served at the
newspaper there in various
capacities as general
manager, advertising
director and spoils editor.
He comes into agricultural
sales with an extensive
background in agriculture
having been actively in-
volved in farming
programs in both Michigan
and Kentucky in earlier
years.
Schmaltz -
Jaycee, having served his
club as president and most
recently was a Rotarian.
He also served his com-












resides in St. Johns while
his 18-year old son, Robert
presently Aattends ITT
Institute in Fort Wayne,
Indiana as an architectural
engineer student. Residing
with kin at home ase
Becky, 17 and Greg, 15,
both students at Murray
High, Dave, 13, a student at
Murray Middle School and






YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED. THANKS
advethscrent paid or Pr Donald C,ca'ord tred',u,e•
Building Center observes grand opening
Tress Building Center,
Benton, is observing its
grand opening celebration
of it's new 15,000 square
foot building supermarket.
The firm specializes in
everything for the do-it-
yourselfer and the serious
builder. Self selection is
featured as well as having
trained personnel available
for your more complicated
building nr.Pric
Bob. and Mary Cun-
nigham and Steve and
Susan Cunningham are the
owner-operators of the
firm.





left, Steve, Mary with the
saw and Susan. Jim Mills,
HWI area representative is
second from right.
Edward Overbey attends seminar
Attorney Geo. Edward










Paid for b the candidate
The future?
No one can tell what the future holds
If you could, maybe you wouldn't need
Insurance - or maybe you'd really load
up on coverage
But since You never know what's going
to happen, doesn't it make sense to be
adequately protected, just in case
Our insurance experts can look over
your particular .situation and advise you
on what coverage you need
As an independent agent, we're able io
offer you coverage from a number of
insurance companies, so we can shop
around for you for the best coverage
at the best rates
We will make ,one prediction about
the future - rf you cal, us we!! do our




MOST COMPLETE BUSINESS INSURANCE SERVICE





















102 N. 4th Street 753-5 97
Overbey, Overbey Si
Overbey, Murray, a
sustaining member of the
Association of Trial
Lawyers of America, is
attending a law seminar of
the United States Ninth
Circuit Court of Appeals
being held in Las Vegas,
Nevada, April 27-30.
Treas Building Center is
located at 1313 Poplar in
Benton.
Helen Spann joins Don tampkins takes
Loretta Jobs Realty California position
Loretta Jobs- announces'
the appointment of He'kn
Spann as an associate in
Loretta Jobs Realty,
Murray.
Mrs. Spann has served
the community in various
positions since 1966 in-
cluding personal secretary
to the Calloway County
Judge an& the County
Attorney and has served as
court examiner and
reporter, administrative
asst. to the county judge,
clerk of the quarterly
court, clerk of the juvenile
court and most recently
county judge pro-tern.
"Mrs. Spann brings
many and varied skills and
- we are most pleased to
have Mrs. Spann join our





Your vote and suppecrt
will be appreciated
This ad paid for be .he candidate










Democratic Primary May 24
Progress woh Responsibii,iy
Political ad paid -,Jtuttee to elect
Melvin Henley Da... • i• Treas
FOR YOUR HEATING S. AIR CONDITIONING NEEDS CAR
JERRY HUMPHREYS
Heating and Air Conditioning
753-0112
402 Pine Street Free Estimates
I MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
Ciw in lakes
OFFICE PROD!. (IS. NC.
314 East 'stun Wet
Murras II42i)-1
Phone
Aluminum And Vinyl Siding
Majestic FireplacestuAluminum Awnings
ALUMINUM SERVICE CO
Starting 3rd Yr in Downtown Hazel, KY
Phone 492-8647 For free Estimate'
RAHN NOTES
by Bill Boyd
Don't leave spaces on your che, that the
amount could be altered. Opel eking ac-





A checking ;i int is safe
and conveno- • ',ut certain
safeguards ould be
followed. seep your
checkbook v• • a thief
might get it I, AT voided




Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Lampkins, Jr., of Murray,
has the position of tax para
professional for the firm of
Touche Ross & Company,
Los Angeles, California.
Bertha Blevins, supervisor
of the para professional
team, announced that
Tourche Ross & Company
was proud to have Mr.
Lampkins as a member of
the firm. Lampkins, a
graduate of Murray High
School, received his
Bachelor of Science degree




Q. What is the secret to
successful advertising9
A. The secret to suc-
cessful advertising isn't so
much the amount of money
spent but how it is spent. In





Christian F. Dubia, Jr.,
tWIdarray. Kentucky, has
been appointed managing
editor' of the PePperdine
.I.Iniversity Law Review for
.the 1977-78 academic year.
Dubia will work with a
.staff of twelve law students
in the preparation and
editing of the Law Review.
The journal, which is
published periodically
throughout the . year,
presents scholarly articles
by leading law authorities
around the country.
Dubia, who will graduate
in May, 1978, has par-




School of Law, fully ac-
credited by the American






Your Vote S. Inf hien ,
Will Se Appreciated
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"THE MAN THAT KNOWS
YOUR PROBLEMS AND
WILL DO SOMETHING ,
ABOUT THEM"
Paid for by David Salentine
All Insurance Agents
are about alike - un-
til you have a claim.
Most insurance agents
look pretty much alike.
But some work for only
one company while
others Bike us) are in-
dependent. working only
for you.
An agent working tor
one company must
satisfy the company N
he doesn't his job may
be in jeopardy.
With vs, we must
satisfy only you. N the in-
surance company
doesn't make good. they
w41 kne all our business,
not just yours. So they
can't afford to cross
either of us up.
How does this work



















This Business News Feature
will appear each Saturday
in the
Morr#, Ledger and Times
have a clear understanding
of what he wants to ac-
complish through ad-
vertising. In setting goals,
it is important to determine
any problems, overall




it should be pointed out,
there are no magic for-
mulas or highly scientific
tables. But, the Newspaper
Advertising Bureau, Inc.
roduces.
that no retailer should be


























MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to serve you
NIGHTS, WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon   436-5676
Chuck Shuff efl   753-4560
Patricia Miller   753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B  753-1930
DONALD R TUCKER, A FULL SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM





Helen Spann Harold Schmaltz
Edward Overbey Don Lampkins
Christian F. Dubia, Jr.
Bob and Mary, Steve and Susan
Cunningham
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'FriffaiThe 13th Not Unlucky
For Matlack And New York
/3) HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
AP Sports Wjriter
Friday the 13th unlucky?
Not for .Jon Matlack and the
New York Mets. -
The Mets, who have
sometimes been known to do
things differently than most
(oak. and Matlack finally won
game Friday night and got a
temporary reprieve in
:mother. You know it's your
lucky day when you go into a
game with a 1-1 record and
come out 2-3.
Matlack, backed by first-
y. home- runs from Lanny.
Randle and Da...e Kingman,
spun a seven-hitter and
handed the high-flying Los
Angeles Dodgers their first
blanking of the season 3-0.
And to make it a perfectly
lucky day, National League
President Chub Feeney
upheld the Mets' protest of
last Sunday's rain-shortened
six-inning loss to the San
Francisco Giants. Feeney
• ruled the-umpires were wrong
to call the game without
• waiting the 30 minutes
required by major league
- rules.
Unfortunately, July 26 is
likely to be unlucky. That's the
day the game with the Giants
• will resume in the seventh
inning ... with the Mets and
Matlack trailing 10-0. ,
. Elsewhere, the Houston
Astros blanked the Pittsburgh
Pirates and the St. Louis
Cardinals downed the Atlanta
Braves by identical 3-0 scores,
the Cincinnati Reds shaded
the San Francisco Giants 6-4,
the _ Philadelphia Phillies
edged the Sah Diego Padres 5-
4 and the Chicago Cubs
defeated the Montreal Expos
5-3
The Mets got all their runs
with one out in the first inning
against previously unbeaten
Rick Rhoden On Handle's
homer, Ed Kranepool's single
and a home run by Kingman
that traveled an estimated 500
.feet. _
Astros 3, Pirates 0
Mark Lemongello scattered
seven hits and came within
one out of his first major
league shutout. Lemongello, 1-
4. struck out four and walked
three and the. Pirates didn't
get a runner to third until the
ninth when Ken Forsch struck
out Phil Garner with run-
ners at the corners to end the
game.
Houston scored all three
runs in the fourth inning on
Enos Cabell's single, a hit
batsman and singles by Bob
Watson, Cliff Johnson and Art
Howe.
. Ken Reitz belted a three-run
homer in the ninth inning and
Bob Forsch yielded four hits in
eight innings. Reitz connected
off rookie reliever Don Collins
after Jamie Easterly left for a





Your vote and support
will be appreciated





Here are some things I will do if elected your
sheriff: treat all people alike; rich, poor, black or
white; that is, to be fair and equal to all citizens of
the county. I will be in the Sheriff's office during
regular working hours and ready to assist you when
needed at any time. I feel that the Sheriff's office
should be cared for in a business manner with up-
to-date records to support all cases. I will work with
other law enforcement officers - city, state, and
surrounding counties - in order to better serve you.
Elect a man who will keep the sheriff's office open
on Saturday's during the tax season.
1 will put forth much effort in collecting
delinquent taxes in all areas of the county. 1 will be
firm, but understanding with the youth of our com-
munity, trying to keep respect for the law rather
than using force. 1 will attend all fiscal court meeting
sin order to keep abreast of the wants and needs of
Calloway Co. I will use what funds that the Fiscal
Court allocates to hire qualified men to patrol the
county at night or whereever needed at any given
time. If elected Sheriff, I will have a radio dispatcher
who may assist you at any time day or night in or-
der to have the sheriff or deputy on the scene as
soon as possible. I will work with all agencies and
organizations on drug and alcohol problems in our
community trying to control them. To sum it all up,
I want to make your county a better place to live.
For honesty and dependability
ELECT BENNIE JACKSON SHERIFF
Democratic Primary Tuesday, May 14
Po ,^ '0, by c to If,,, Boar,. ioy&soA Donald Crawford treasurer
The Braves announced that
Manager Dave Bristol, who
was given a leave of absence
earlier in the week during a 17-
game 'losing streak, would
return to the helm today. -
Reds 6, Giants 4
Dave Concepcion's two-run
homer capped a five-run first-
inning explosion off Jim Barr,
who hadn't lost in Cincinnati
since September 1973 had
defeated the Reds five
straight times, including a 4-0
mark last year.
Pete . Rose keyed the first-
inning barrage with a single,
then Ken GriftJoe morign-
and Dan Driessen drilled
consecutive doubles to
produce a 3-0 lead. After Cesar
Geronimo hit a bloop single,
Concepcion belted his first
homer of the season. The
Giants scored in the seventh
inning on Randy Elliott's
pinch grand slam homer.
Phillies 5, padres 4
Philadelphia erased. a 4-2
deficit with three runs in the
eighth. San Diego reliever
Dave Tomlin started the in-
ning by walking pinch hitter
Jerry Martin. After Mike Sch-
midt flied out, Bob Boone
singled Martin to second and
Terry Harmon's single made
it 4-3. Pinch hitter Dave
Johnson singled to center,
scoring Boone, and when Gene
Richards booted the ball,
Harmon came home with the
winning run.
Cubs 5, Expos 3
Larry Biittner's two-run
single capped a four-run rally
with two. out in the sixth in-
ning. The Cubs trailed 3-1 but
pinch hitter Bill Buckner and
Ivan DeJesuS stroked run-
scoring singles to tie the score
and. Expos starter Dan Wart
then left after walking Gene
Clines to load the bases.
Biittner then greeted reliever
Will McEnaney with his tie-
breaking single, giving the
Cubs their seventh _victory in.




DALLAS (API — It's not
that Jimmy Connors is over-
confident or anything, but he
figures a good massage and
television beats scouting your
opponent any day.
Connors, the No. I seed for
the $100,000 World Cham-
pionship of Tennis first place
orize. dusted off fiesty Eddie
Dibbs 6-4, 7-5, 6-1 Friday night
but refused to watch the other
semi-final match between
Dick Stockton and Vitas
Gerulaitis. He would have lost
a lot of sleep. The five-set
marathon wasn't over until
after midnight with Stockton
• prevailing 74, 3-6, 6-7, 6-3, 6-3.
"Naw, I'm not going to
watch," said Connors. "I've
seen those guys play before.
I'm going to get myself a
massage and watch a little
television."
Connors has yet to lose a set
in the tournamen* which will
hold the nation-lly televised
finals at 1 p.m., CDT, Sunday
in Moody Coliseum.
Connors struggled in the
early going against Dibbs of
Miami Beach, who had ousted





BALTIMORE (AP) — Jane
Blalock no longer has a sore
hack, but instead she's
become a pain in the neck to
her opponents in the $55,000
Greater Baltimore Golf
Classic.
A week after being forced to
withdraw from an LPGA stop
in Atlanta, Miss Blalock fired
a four-under-par 69 Friday
and shared the first-round
lead in the 54-hole tournament
with Silvia Bertolaccini of
Argentina.
JoAnn Carrier, who like the
co-leaders recorded five
birdies on the 6,390-yard
municipal Pine Ridge Golf
Course, was one stroke off the
pace heading into today's
second round.
Six other competitors_ were
tied at 71. They were Joyce
Kazrnierski, Marlene Hagge,
lot Germain, Marlene Floyd,
Cathy Mant and Betty Bur-
feindt.
The Young Blazers, whose
starters average just 2.2 years
of NBA experience, delivered
the knockout blow to the
Lakers Friday night, 105-101.
They'll play the winner of
the Philadelphia-Houston
series for the NBA title.
-I've said it time and time
again." Portland's jubilant
Coach Jack Ramsay said.
"I 'in extremely proud of this
team. It's a rare group of
individuals."
Only five of the 12 players on
the Portland roster were with
the team last season, and it
was two of the newcomers,
Maurice Lucas and Johnny
Davis, who shared the
spotlight Friday.
Lucas, who came from
Louisville of the defunct
American Basketball
Association, scored 18 of his
team-high 26- points in the
second half to deflate a Los
Angeles rally that had given
the luckless Lakers a six-point
lead late in the third period.
But the Lakers' Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar. who had a
game-high 30 points and 17
rebounds, drew his fifth
personal foul with 3:09
remaining in the third
Blazers Deliver Krtotkout Blow To Lakers
To Advance To Finals Of NBA Playoffs
By BOB BAUM
Associated Press Writer
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) —
The Portland Trail Blazers,
who before this year had
never had a whining season,
have wiped out the Los
Angeles Lakers in four
straight games to advance to




EVERYBODY LOVES A WINNER- Autograph seekers besiege Mario Andretti during his first day of practice at the IndianapolisMotor Speedway. Andretti, an entry in this year's Indy 500 and o former winner of the race, is also seeking the World Cham-pionship crown on the European grand prix circuit. Thus for he has won the U.S. Grand Prix West and the Spanish Grand Prix, andis second in the championship standings. 
(AP Wirophote)
No. 2 Is Best Spot To Hold
In Indianapolis Competition
INDIANAPOLIS I AP
First is okay. Second is even
better.
Winning the pole position for
the Indianapolis 500 is a
prestigious accomplishment,
while coming up only second
best in the speed race is very
disappointing.
But over the years, those
drivers who failed to win the
pole, who qualified onf No. 2,
have gone on to win more
races than those who started
No. 1, or any other position.
for that matter.
And since the pole winner
get $10,000 and the race
winner-gets $250,000 or so. the
disappointment of not starting
only finishing first is probably
soon forgotten. •
Qualifying began today
accept that I'm not going
to win the pole this year," said
two-time champion Bobby
Unser, who is not going as fast
as some of the. "hot shoes."
• "Scr we're concentrating on
winning the race. That's what
we're here for anyway."
Johnny Rutherford started
on the- pole and won the $1
million classic last year,
making it nine winners who
started from the No: 1 spot.
But Rutherford's qualifying
speed was only second fastest;
Mario Andretti posted the top
average the second weekend
of qualifying.
Ten drivers have veva from
the Na. 2 'position. Why'?
That's hard to say. Certainly
the entire front row is capable'
of going fast enough to win
The No. 3 starter has won six
Sports Shorts
By The Associated Press
MORGANTOWN, W. Va.
(AP) — West Virginia
University running back
Dwayne Woieds has signed a
free agent contract with the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers of the
National Football League.
The Mountaineers' leading
ground gainer as a sophomore
in 1973, Woods had a sub-par
senior season but still finished
as WVU's seventh leading
alltime rusher.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. 'API
— Darrell Royal, the former
football coach for the
University of Texas, has been
presented the Robert R.
Neyland Memorial Award.
Royal received the award,
which honors the late Ten-
nessee coach, here Friday
night.
It is presented annually by
the Knoxville Quarterback
Club to a coach who has made
a major contribution to
collegiate football.
Royal stepped down last fall






Award presented by the East
Tennessee chapter of the
National Football Foundation
and Hall of Fame.
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Funeral services are
scheduled Monday for Barry
Ashbee, ttie 37-year-old
assistant coach of . the
Philadelphia Flyers who died
Thursday of leukemia.
A spokesman for the
National Hockey League team
said the services will be at 1 p.
m. at St. Andrew's
Presbyterian Church in Huber
Heights, Ontario. At the same
time, a public memorial
service will be held at the
Spectrum here.
Burial will be at Glenside
Memorial Gardens in Weston,
Ontario, Ashbee's hometown.
BOSTON — Veteran for-
ward Eddie Westf all of the
New York Islanders was
named the winner of the 10th
Bill Masterton Memorial
Trophy. The trophy is
presented to the NHL player
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 1
times, Bobby Unser being the
last one, in 1975.
The second row has
produced a total of 10 winners
since the first race in 1911.
quarter. Although the 7-foot-2
center played the entire fourth
period and didn't foul out of
the game, his defense was
retrained the rest of the way.
Davis, a 23-year-old rookie
from Dayton University,
buried the Lakers for good
with 212 minutes left in the
game when he stole the ball
from Abdul-Jabbar and broke
free for a layup to give Por-
tland a 103-93 bulge. Los
Angeles never got any closer
than the final margin.
For a time Friday night, it
looked as if the takers finally
were going to win one and
the_ swiss. -hack J_kes_..._
Angeles.
But that changed when
Abdul-Jabbar picked up two
quick fouls and left the line-up
with 3:09 remaining in the
third quarter and his team
leading by three, 67-64.
By the time heseeturned at
the start of the fourth quarter,
Portland had regained the,
lead, 79-73. The home team
never trailed again.
The 6-foot-9 Lucas canned 11
of 19 from the field and
grabbed 12 rebounds. The
lightning-quick Davis, who
started at guard in all four
games in place of injured
Dave Twardzik, was nine for
12 from the field and scored 21
points. The other three Por-
tland staiterS also hit double
figures. Team Captain Bill
Walton scored 19..auoints and
had 14 rebounds. Lionel
Hollins scored 18 and Bob
Gross- 10.
Guard Lucius Allen, hobbled





CITY COUNCIL WARD B
Your Vote Will Be Appreciated




If you don't have adequate insulation and ventilation,
the summer sun beats down on your roof and raises the
temperature in your attic to a blazing 140 degrees. This
savage heat remains trapped, radiating down into your
living area and putting an extra burden on your air con-
ditioner.
Adequate insulation (at least R-19 value) over your
ceiling can block the heat from coming down, and one
square foot of ventilation for every 150 square feet of ceil-
ing area will allow the heat to escape. Half your attic ven-
tilation should be in eave vents and half in gable, ridge,
or roof vents.
Free the savage summer heat from your attic and
enjoy a cool, comfortable summer using less energy.
West 4. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield
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Oakland 5-1 and the New York
DISTIlICT OWNS-- --Tbst -*lamp Sisk Tigers wasi-Nie-Distris1-bansement eaviwthis-past-Illedessiley_andaillopea_ploria Yankees, blanked California 3.
tbe Regional Tournament et Calvert City next week. Team asembers are top row, loft to right, David Striplisig,ired Taylor, Jeff 0.
Oakley, Lindsey Hudspeth, Tony Rayless, Levy Watkins, Deim Clierry,'Grog trick and Al. Gibbs. Front row, Coach Godes Ar• Seattle erupted for five rims
cher, Jahn Denham, kb Iburnian,11111 Wilma, Mickey SIMillk David Mathis mid limos Readell. in the first inning, sparked by
_ 2, Ruppert Jones' two-run7 -
homer, to take a 5-1 lead. But
_ Fred Lynn Makes Debut A Beauty;
. Scott Makes Sure It's A Happy One
By BOB GREENE Lynn's second homer of the
AP Sports Writer game, Jim Rice's double and
Fred Lynn made his 1977 Carl Yastrzemski's run-
debut a beauty, and" George _scoring grounder.
Scott Made sure it *as sif .I:Scott's hoiner _off reliever
Enrique Romo, 0-2, gave
Boston the lead, 6-5. The Red
Sox added another run in the
ninth as reliever Jim
Willoughby won his third
game of the season against no
defeats.
Yankees 3, Angels.
Ed Figueroa hurled a three-
hitter and won his fourth
consecutive game as New
York blanked California. Gil
Flores had all three hits for
the Angels.
SECOND-PLACE TEAM t- The Calloway County Laken twit second plate in the District Tournament it Calvert City Wedensday.
The Laken will be playing the Regional Tournament next week at Calvert City. Top row, left to right, Coach Clayton Hargrove,
Terry Gibson, Steve Barnett, Mork Herndon, Randy MdAillen, Tommy Cbavis, Ronnie Gibson and Kelly White. front row, Larry
Fronkhouser, Kenneth McCuiston, Ricky Garland, Pliilip Peeler, Fred Kemp, Toddy Alexander and Scott Barrow. Manager Glenda
faker Was not present forth, picture.
(Stuff Nees by M. Inades)
Bruins Not Giving Up
BOSTON ( API — There
wasn't much Coach Don
Cherry could say. He knew his
Boston Bruins trail the
Montreal Canadiens 3-0 in the
National Hockey League's
final playoff series. He knew
that his team hasn't held the
lead for even one of the 180
minutes played so far. He
knew his power play had
scored eight goals in 48
chances.
He knew that a loss in Game
Four tonight meant the 18th
Stanley Cup of the Canadiens'
history and the 12th straight
playoff series that Boston had
lost to Montreal.
So he said what coaches say
when they are in his position.
He said, "Anyone who thinks
we're going to roll over and
play dead has another .thing
Philadelphia Takes Win
Over Houston Friday Night
HOUSTON AP )
Philadelphia's Doug Collins
found his shooting touch and
teammate Caldwell Jones
found Moses Malone Friday
night and the result was a 107-
95 victory' over Houston in
their National Basketball
Association playoff series.
"Caldwell turned in the
defensive performance of the
year against Moses," 76ers
Coach Gene Shue said after
Jones held Malone to five
points and 13 rebounds. That
was one of the keys of the
game."
Malone hit 30 points and
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Friday's loss placed the
Rockets within one game of
elimination when the series
resumes Sunday at
Philadelphia. They trail 3-1 in
the best-of-seven semifinal
series.
While Jones was one key.
Collins had to be the other.
Held to only nine points in
Wednesday's game, Collins
broke out with a game high 36
points Friday.
Forward George McGinnis
said the Sixers weren't ready
to play Wednesday night.
Houston jumped to a quick
8-2 lead Friday just as it did in
the previous game, but in-
stead of folding, this time the
76ers held to a close 26-22
deficit at the end of the first
period.
Philadelphia took a 38-33
lead in the second quarter but
Houston's Calvin Murphy
pushed Houston back to a 51-49
half-time lead. After a tight
third quarter where the lead
changed hands 11 times, the
Sixers edged ahead for good
early in the fourth quarter.
The Sixers broke from a 78-
78 tie with a 12-2 spurt and
Houston never challenged
again.
With Malone being kept
under wraps by Jones,
Houston center Kevin Kunnert
was Houston's spark, scoring
21 points and hanling in 17
rebounds. Rudy Tomjanovch
scored 234 points to lead
Houston while Erving con-
tributed 29 for the 76ers.
A sixth game, if necessary,
would return to Houston
Tuesday night
coming. We'll go out ,•1,1rday
night and fight, claw, right to
the end.
"I'm not going to, start
crying. I'm proud of our
guys."
He wasn't proud of his
team's penalty killing which
he said "has let us down," in
view of the fact that Montreal
scored three goals on four
such advantages in the first
period of Thursday night's 4-2
triumph.
Then there was the Boston
power play, which had a five
skaters to three advantage for
66 seconds Thursday night but
managed only a long shot by
defenseman Brad Park
The goaltending by veteran
Gerry Cheevers has been a
disappointment as well.
Cheevers was superb in the
four-game semifinal sweep of
the Philadelphia Flyers but
has suffered a letdown in the
big Series with the Canadiens.
Montreal's Ken Dryden and
his defense have been nearly
invincible. With a man ad-
vantage or without, the Bruins
have managed a meager five
goals in the three gam•
Boston chipped away, adding
a single run in the second and
two more in the third on
happy one.
Lynn, the Boston center
fielder who injured his ankle
in spring training, made his
first appearance of the season
Friday night and slammed
home runs his first two times
din the Plate
Still, it took .Scott's two-run
homer in the eighth thing to
lift the Red Sox past the
Seattle Mariners 7-5.
In other AL games Friday,
Kansas City nipped Texas 3-2
Minnesotiredged--Toronta._4•3 . -11-watthe first 'huhu" of the;
in 11 innings, the Chicago season for Figueroa, 4-2, and
White Sox stopped Cleveland snapped California's longest
5-3. Milwaukee defeated winning streak of the year at
Detroit 9-3, Baltimore downed four games.
The Yankees scored single
runs in each of the first three
innings. Reggie Jackson's
infield hit scored Mickey
Rivers in the first; -Bticky
Dent's sacrifice fly sent Graig
Nettles across the plate in the
second and Thurman Munson
led off the .third with his




FORT WORTH, Tex. Ai ) —
Just call it the $200,000
Colonial Unusual Invitation.
To the surprise of everyone,
including himself, unknown
John Schroeder waltzed into
the third round today with a
fat, fantastic four-shot lead
over Ben Crenshaw.
The • former University. of
Michigan golfer ravaged the
proud Colonial acreage with a
windswept 65 Friday and tied





ATLANTA (AP) — For-
bidden to manage his Atlanta
Braves, Ted Turner said he
wanted to "sleep on it" Friday
night before deciding his next
move. Instead he sat wide
awake as the Braves lost 3-0 to
St. Louis, then he summoned
exiled Manager Dave Bristol
back to Atlanta.
Before, the game, the
Braves' owner was talkative
about Commis.Sioner Bowie
Kuhn's decision to ban him
from his team's, dugout.
But Turner left quickly after
the game ended, letting his
public relations staff tell
reporters that Bristol would
return for tonight's game.
Turner had sent Bristol on a
"scouting trip," taking the
manager's post himself and
directing the team Wednesday
night as it extended its losing
string to 17 games. Bristol
went home to North Carolina.
National League President
Chub Feeney put a temporary
stop to Turner's managerial
career Thursday, and Kuhn
made it official Friday.
A federal judge in Atlanta is
considering Turner's legal
challenge to his one-year
suspension from baseball
Kuhn ordered that penalty
after accusing Turner of
improperly pursuing San
Francisco outfielder Gary
Matthews prior to last fall's
free agent draft.
The Braves eventually did
sign Matthews
'Easy To Hit,' Says
Ali Of Opponent
LANDOVER, Md





the observations beca,..  the
man making then- was
Muhammad Ali, who vw::: be
shooting at the target"
Monday night in ‘• t,,it is
coneidered a $2.7-•'„
tuneup• for the 35-,,
heavyweight champior
"This guy's no Coop-.an,"




had high heels and (hi- . • is
6-foot-2, 214 pounds.





Belgium was a "ieluown"
fight for Ali Feb. 20, 1976, five
month's after the champ's
grueling victory over Joe
_Frazier in Manila. Ali knocked
out Coopman in five rounds.
Evangelista, 13-1-1, will be
Ali's first opponent since he
won a disputed 15-round
decision over Ken Norton last
Sept. 28 and is a scheduled
first step toward a "big
money" rematch with Norton
or Jimmy Young, who gave an
out-of-shape All a tough time
in Landover's Capital Centre




$85,000 for his 16th pro fight
which is five less than All's
number of championship
bouts.
Ben shot par 70.
"I'm as surprised as you
are,". Schroeder, 31, a non-
winner since 1973, confessed
with a puzzled grin. "I don't
really know what to say.
"I've had a lot of lucky
breaks, I'll tell you that."
He bounced Off trees and
blast out of traps all day but
rolled in six birdie putts




resumed his scrambling ways,
three-putting two of the first
four holes to erase the lead he
established with an opening
65.
Al Geiberger, a winner here
in 1975 and a co-leader
Thursday,,fired a 71, said he
was thankful to have salvaged
that and shared third at 136
with Chi Chi Rodriguez and
Roger Maltbie.
Rodriguez and Maltbie
matched par after opening
66s.
Ed Sneed carded a 70 and
defending champion Lee
Trevino swept with a 67 and
the duo was alone at 137, three
under par.
Royals 3, gangers 2
The Kansas City Royals
snapped a four-game losing
streak and beat Bert Blyleven,
4.3, for the first time in seven
appearances in downing
Texas.
Fred Patek raced home on
Dave Nelson's ninth-inning
single po give Kansas City the
victory. The Royals came up
with 11 hits, including six by
three reserves—catcher John
44Vathan, first baseman Pete
La-Cock and designated hitter
Dave Nelson.
Twins 4, Blue Jays 3
Rod Carew sped home with
White Sox 5, Indians 3
A two-run single by Man
Bannister and Richie Zisk's
triple paced Chicago over
Cleveland, snapping the
Indians' three-game winning
streak. Steve Stone, 3-3,
squirmed out of jams kthe
sixth and seventh innings
when the Indians had the tying
run on third base with none
out.
Brewers!, Tigers 3 - -
Sal Bando blasted two solo
homers and Cecil Cooper
smashed one to power
Milwaukee over Detroit. It
was only the Brewers' second
the winning run on a wild pitch victory in their last nine
by Taranto -ratiever-_,Ierrome.
'Johnson with two outs in the Milt May and Jasoii
Ilth inning to lift Minnesota Thompson homered for the
over the Blue Jays. Toronto
had tied the game 3-3 in the
eighth on successive triples
by Al Woods and Roy. Howell
and a sacrifice fly by Otto
Velez.
Dan Ford's second homer of
the teason had _given the
Twins a 3-1 advantage.
Doubles by Lyman Bostock,
Roy Smalley and Butch
Wynegar scored Minnesota's
first two runs.
Orioles 5, A's I
Rudy May, 4-3, hurled a
five-hitter to give Baltimore
its victory over Oakland. The
Orioles erupted for four runs
in the first inning off loser
Vida Blue. 3-3.
Three of the A's hits were of
the infield variety, and three
Oakland hits were came in the
second inning.
Tigers.
Moose Haas, '1-1, scattered
six hits to pick up the victory.
Haas has won three -of the
Brewers' last four victories.
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Can You Answer -YES-
'to These Questions'
1 Do you loke raising livestock'
low 
2 Do you want a business ot your own,
3 Do VOU need retirement or extra Irk ome
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Fishermen are loath to
admit defeat, especially when
their "ol' meat gitter" lure
doesn't produce the lunker
fish they've been seeking. In a
frenzy, they'll switch from one
-plastic imitation bait to the
next, hoping each will be the
magic one.
When this happens, the
I better angler is the one who is
versatile ' enough to switch
methods. Quite often he
becomes a still fisherman,
using natural bait instead of
unproductive artificial lures,
and fishing in one location
rather than moving about on
the lake.
Some anglers think still
fishing smacks of inex-
perience. Not so, say the
fishing experts at Mercury
outboards, who stiggesfthat it
requires considerable
knowledge -of fish habits to be
successful. Following are
some tips to aid your luck
when it's time to drop anchor
and try still fishing.
Minnows and worms are
favorite baits. Both will at-
tract black bass, walleye, pike
Outdoor Lore is aeorLated to the hunters fishermen and others *no enjoy the out Ut
siS
Sprig sad Simmer
and catfish. Worms are
especially goodlor catfish and
sunfish. In some northern
states, leeches are coming
into use as a still fishing bait
for walleye.
Since a still fisherman
doesn't work a lot of water, as
when trolling or casting,
location is extremely im-
portant. A few feet one way or
another can make a dif-
ference. Look for underwater
cover and'structure in places
where you've caught fish
previously. Chances are fish
will be there now, only they
are less willing to strike .ar-
tificial lures.
The time of day influences
choice of fishing location,
especially during hot weather.
Early morning or in the
evening, fish over cover in
shallow water. Fish will be
moving toward shore to feed
at these times.
At night fish off land points
and where streams enter a
lake. Also look for cover
located between the deep
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Oceans Cradle BO Per Cent Of World's Animals,
Half Of Plant Life, But Man Polutes
Them Arm* VMdlife Magazine Says
Man is polluting the earth's
oceans and exploiting their
resources with too' little
regard for the precariously
balanced ecosystem of the
living sea," according to the
current 1May-June issue of
International Wildlife
magazine.
The oceans, which cover 71
per cent of the earth's surface,
may appear big and resilient
enough to withstand ocean
dumping and intensive har-
vesting of marine resources,
but man could destroy the
oceans' "bountiful life" and
thus destroy himself, the
National Wildlife Federation
bimonthly publication warns.
With the oceans cradling 80
per cent of the world's
animals and more than half of
the world's plants, "a dead
ocean portends a dead earth,"
says the article by science
writer Arthur Fisher.
Most marine experts, the
report adds, "worry that we
are not applying tO the seas
those ecological lessons
painfully learned after we had
damaged land, air, rivers, and
lakes. instead, mankind looks
forward to reaping the riches
of the ocean - its petroleum
and- other minerals, its
fisheries, its vegetable matter
- in essentially the same
careless manner that has
characterized .the exploitation
of other ecosystems."
The status of larger metals such as mercury and
animals, which are at the top lead.
of-AN'Tofid-tfilitti, t Bgoritr-- inevifig -1 
indicatorof ocean health. On operations out to deep sea
the discouraging side, the
International Union for
Conservation of Nature and
Natural Resources found that
"some 12 species of whales,
nine seal species, all dugongs
and manatees, all Coastal
crocodiles, all marine turtles,
and 30 sea and coastal birds
are threatened with ex-
tinction...In the places where
they breed, feed, and rest, as
well as their journeys (these
animals) run the gauntlets of
excessive exploitation,
pollution, competition by
humans for their food, and
persecution."
Scientists have found that
even Antarctica's Southern
Ocean, which had been
thought to be isolated from
human pollution, contains
radio isotopes from at-
mospheric bomb tests.
Marine life and its food are
most concentrated in four per
cent of the oceans relatively
close to land - the same area
used for dumping ,of such
hazardous substances as
chemical wastes, pesticides,
and sewage sludge. Other
pollutants that impact on
oceans include oil, silt, hot
waters produced by nuclear
power plants, radioactive
compounds, and toxic heavy
TROPHY CAT — A January mountain lion hunt for
Tom Pinkston, a frequent Murray visitor, was a suc-
cessful venture. Three hard days of trailing the lion in
below zero weather in the mountains of Utah finally put
the cat on the ledge pictured above. Tom attributes his
success to his guide, Rex Peterson, who has had a 100%
hunter success. The cat weighed around 160 pounds
and had a length of 7 feet 4 inches. The official Pope &
Young measurement is 14 and six sixteenths. This is ex-
pected to be high in the record book Tom bagged the
cat using a Bear Alaskan 60-70 lb. compound bow and
graphite shafts using the new Razorback Ave
broadhead. He is a regular member of the Professional
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FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guarenteed
would be a mistake according
to Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. Bacteria at the
bottom of the deep ocean
apparently have much slower
metabolisms than was
previously suspected, and the
organic material would not
decompose fast enough. The
apparent answer is to improve
technology to recycle as much
as possible and eliminate
ocean dumping.
Certain industries are
eyeing the abundance of
perhaps 5 trillion tons of
potatoe-sized black metallic
nodules, which are scattered
on the ocean bottom in a 2,300-
mile-long tract of the Pacific
Basin (centered southeast of
Hawaii) and worth trillions of
dollars. The nodules, which
may be a self-renewing
resource,, consist of such
precious and dwindling metals
as maganese, nickel, and
copper. A complete mining
system, however, would
probably cost between $300
million and $600 million.
Also, offshore oil is located
under the continental shelves
in plentiful supplies. A Woods
Hole expert says it would be
better for the United States to
obtain its oil from offshroe oil
production than from foreign
countries' tankers. Spillage
from drilling, if oil is piped
ashore, may be only five per
cent of the spillage from
tankers.
Marine biologist world-
wide, meanwhile, are working
to raise more and more
species of marine life in
practical and economic ways,
such as planting offshore beds
of giant kelp from ianoratory
cultures or culturing lobsters,
striped bass, and puffers.
Oysters are grown on rafts by
Japanese experts to produce
more than 20 tons of meat an
acre a year - probably a
world record for protein
productivity.
The United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organization
concluded in June 1976 that
"realistic estimates place
future yields of food at twice
the present level in 10 years
and five times the present
level in 30 years if adequate
support is provided."
The report on "The Living
Sea" concludes a series of six
articles on "This Fragile
Earth" in International
Wildlife. Other installments
examined the status of five
other ecosystems: rain
forests, islands, mountains,
deserts, and wetlands. The
series was nominated for a
National Magazine Award, the
equivalent of an "Oscar"
nomination in the magazine
field.
• Wmners in the Balcoky Bowhunters Club Carao_rse held at Land Between The Lakes,„...- _
TVA's 170,000-acre public outdoor area in western antu-cly an Tennesseethis
weekend, included Open Men's Division: Ricky Walden, Bandana, KY,411-3/4", first; Lyle
Renfrow, Barlow, KY, 31-3/16" carp, second; Lealand Watkins, 29-3/8" carp, third; Jerry
Watkins, Calvert City, KY, 39-'/." gar, first Danny Paschall, Murray, KY, 38-1/16" gar,
second Dave Pyburn, Memphis, Tn., 37-1/8" gar, third; Open Wcu:nen's: Cecilia Pullen,
Kevil, KY, 35-1/8" gar, first Dottie Hendricks, Cadiz, KY, 22-1/8" carp, second; and Sandy
Childress, Hardin, KY, 31-%" gar, third; Junior Division: Sam Smilh, Louisville, KY, 28-'1"
carp, first; David Renfrow, Barlow, KY, 28-Y4" carp, second; Duane Sanders, Kevil, KY,
28" carp, third; Kentucky Bowhunters Association winners: Jerry House, Memphis, TN,
35-5/8" gar; Jerry Flynn, Paducah, KY, 52-4" gar and R. T. Flynn, Paducah, KY, 25" carp.
The event was co-sponsored by the Balcoky Bowhunters Club and TVA.
One of the questions
frequently asked of four-
wheelers is how often they
manage to tear things up and
it is a frequently voiced..
thought that-repair bills run
sky high on four wheel drives.
If you will be so good as to
pardon a personal example we
will'present the facts and let
yoj. judge for yourself.
The "Red Runt" (our family
Jeep) is a 1972 model CJ5 Jeep
bought new in Murray in the
month of March 1972. We've
had it ever since. In the -last
five years it has traveled over
forty thousand miles and
much of this offroad. Per-
centage-wise it has more
offroad miles which are of
rougher nature than most four
wheel drives.
In these five years and forty
thousand miles it has been
thru one battery and is now on
the second one. The brake
linings now on the vehicle are
the third set. It has worn Out
one set of tires and traveled a
few thousand miles on another
set which didn't wear out but
were traded off due to the
excessive road noise. The
exhaust system has been
replaced once. If my memory
serves me correctly there
have been five universal joints
replaced over the last five
years and one set of wheel
bearings. The shocks have
been replaced once. And the
water pump and alternator
have been replaced.
For the first five years the
total cost of all repairs has
averaged less than one hun-
dred dollars per year. How
many 1972 automobiles will
you find that have done bet-
ter? It might be well to keep in
mind that these forty thousand
miles would be equivalent to
at least eighty thousand miles
of use on a passenger car.
The only repair to the body
was a crumpled front fender
Carroll Tire Service
See Us For Orr—
odillw Uniroyal, Gumbo, ond Mocheltn
UNIROYA!
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th ,St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. L Sat.
which got hit by a ten pound
snatch block going about one
hundred miles per hour when
the winch cable broke one
night. The fellow who was
getting winched out paid for
that.
True, there are a $ew
scratches and dents or the
eighteen gauge metal hide and
the red paint doesn't shine like
it used to and you can find a
few places where the metal
shows thru from wear. But its
five years old. The top has just
about had it. How many
convertible tops held up for
over five years?
The amaiing little 304 Wt
motor still runs good. It
cranks easily, and uses less
than a quart of oil per
thousand miles. Gas mileage
is approximately fifteen miles
. per gallon and it will do better
than this at a steady speed .of
less than sixty on the open
nighway. That fifteen is
everyday mileage, not the
Mobilegas economy run type
of driving thing. And when you
pull out in the passing lane you
don't have to spend half your
summer vacation getting
around something. That little
Y-8 can take you from a
standing start to the speed
limit in eight seconds and in
this day and age, that's hot rod
language. Comparatively
speaking, the performance is
on the level of presrhog days,
TVA PHOTO
something like a 57 Chevy with
the power pack engine.
Its holding up pretty well
considering. One other thing
that has been almost too good
to be true is how the resale
value has held up. The jeep
cost thirty-four hundred. and
sixty six dollars in 1972..lt will
bring over three thousand
today. Most 1972 cars that sold
for four thousand or better will'
be lucky to bring even half of
that.
What about rust? There is a
little but you will have to hunt
pretty hard to find it most
of it is very slight.
M far-as-service, 'it gets a
grease job every thousand
miles, an oil change every two
thousand, and a tuneup every
fifteen thousand.
To put it plainly, four
wheeling is not all that ex-
pensive. It may ' even be
cheaper than driving a second
car. EXCEPT for one little
thing. And that thing in a word
is accessories. The things you
buy and add to your rig. Not
really necessary but its
something that all of us do to a
certain extent. But that is
another story.
Have a nice week and
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.
Please keep your fingers
crossed so maybe the tran-
smission, transfer case, and
front axle don't all jet go at
once.
Coed Semi Mod* Campos* Scheduled
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have its monthly
campout at Columbus
Belmonte State Park on the
MississippifrRiver in extreme
western Kentucky during the
coming weekend, May 13, 14,
and 15.
Charlie and Gayle Adams
will be the wagon masters and
have planned a potluck supper
for Saturday night.
Ned Wilson, president of the
club, urges all members to
attend and for information to
call him or, other members of
the club.
appy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McCLURE
Take 94 East out of Murray for 2 ,n,les Turn rtght on 280
Folloo. 280 for 7 m des past Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop , to Panorama and follow blacktop to your r•ght
Telephone 502-436-54113
641 Super Shell
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American Fishing Tackle Manufacturers
Association President Is
Pied Piper With Fishing Rod
(CHICAGO )...Dick Kotis
was sitting in a posh hotel
_ suite posing as a well-tailored
businessman from Kent, Ohio.
Actually, he's a pied piper who
uses a fishing rod to lead city
kids out of the asphalt jungle.
This rugged, 195-pound
former football- star and
educator hasn't coached
defensive halfbacks for 20
years. But that doesn't
matter. Kotis has never
s, relinquished the role of con-
' 
TiábTáiiinñtOYfö krelffrorfr
six to sixty. As the newly-
















































he is more dedicated than ever
to getting youngsters away
from the boob tube, out of the
grandstand and into the great
outdoors.
"We're really selling
happiness," Kotis told a small
coffee group at a recent
Sporting goods show in the
Windy City. "I really think we
need to revive those times
when fathers, uncles and
grandfathers had time to take
the kids fishing. It's a learning
experience you never forget."
After putting in a plug for
the ongoing educational
programs AFTMA conducts
for students from kin-
dergarten to college, Kotis
explained how it was possible
for every fisherman to ex-
perience a thrill of victory and
a special kind of "defeat" that
is anything but agony. -
As Kotis sees it, the contest
between a man and a fish can
be a hair-raising thrill that
demands the best a sportsman
has or a tranquil social ex-
perience that's a lot like
taking good pictures. In either
case, this member of the
Fishing HalLof E.ame thinks
there is an experience to suit
every personal yearning once
you are positioned on the
business end of a rod and reel.
"At times it's a tremendously
demanding thing," he ob-
serves. -And yet, it's no big
deal if you s lose the fish
because you have had the
experience. In some ways, it's
like your wife going shopping
and not buying anything. Do
you see what I mean?"
To really see what Kotis
means, you have to know
something about his
passionate devotion to an
outdoor mystique that is right
out of Hemingway's "Old Man
and The Sea." You also have
to realize this man is talking
about a lifelong love affair
that embraces everything
from recurring dreams of
"bluebird days" to constant
realignment of favorite lures
and other prized equipment in
a well-worn tackle box:
Those who doubt tbe
complexity of the satisfaction
17R1r-1Ctit1s—tlerives—frorrr
periodic escapes to the
boondocks have only to know
one thing: for the past 15 years
Kotis has traveled to
southeastern Ohio every
spring to hunt turkeys even
though he has yet to see his
first wild gobbler!
Does this mall the manwho
deserves as president of
Akron's' Fred Arbogast
Company is some kind of nut?
No way. Instead, he's a
tackler Manufacturer who
believes you can't put outdoor
experiences in a numerical
won-lost column. Instead,
Kotis thinks it is his mission in
life to assure success by
putting quality equipment into
people's hands and then
teaching them how to use it.
What's more, this enthusiast
believes "successful ex-
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According to Dick Kotis,
nothing bugs him more than to
see a kid struggling with the
wrong kind of gear or trying to
fish without the slightest
knowledge of fundamental
techniques. On the other hand,
nothing pleases him more
than introducing a small fry to
the thrill of catching that first
big one with skill and style.
"Once they do that," he says
with a grin ?eminiscent of the
El Producto cigar ad, "we've
Although his wife isn't a
constant companion on his
fishing trips, Kotis believes
more and more people are
making fishing a family af-
fair. In his view, gle sport is
definitely not the exclusive
preserve of weekend
bachelors with a taste for
beer. To the contrary, the
AFTMA president thinks
family involvment is here to
stay and that it can turn the
lock back to a simpler, more
rewarding time.
While a mini-blizzard
whipped against windows 19
flodis above Michigan
Avenue, Dick Kotis forgot the
temperature and drifted
back:
"I must have been four or
five when my dad first took
me fishing on the Cuyahoga
River in Cleveland. We were
fishing for large mouth bass
with live bait. That was the
first of many trips we took
during the depression and the
pattern was always the same.
First, we would fish for
minnows and bring them
home and run water over
them in our .basement
stationary tubs to keep them
alive overnight. Then the next
day bright and early we'd
head for Lake Erie to fish for
Blue Pike off Euclid Beach. In
those days you could rent a
boat for a buck."- •
"Sometimes we would fish
the Cuyahoga around Mantua.
I can remember very
distinctly the first big bass I
caught. I was with my dad. I'll
never forget it. As a matter of
fact, I could take you to that
spot right now. Anyway, I was
casting a lure out to a rock and
I had no idea what I was doing.
Suddenly, this fish hit my lure,
went around behind the rock
and started heading up-
stream. Well, I started to
jump up and down and scream
my head off. My dad just sat
there and laughed. That was a
long time ago and since then
I've caught bass five times as
big as that first tw
o-pounder
bit 1'11 never forget that first
one."
It has been more than 40
years since Dick Kotis caught
his first two-pound bass.
Nevertheless, he remembers
and he is still doing everything
ffe can ,to _pass Pip Will be
knew to new generations of
anglers. Fortunately, Kotis'
and more than 400 members of
AFTMA can bridge today's
generation gap with new
equipment that is easy to
handle and easy to the
pocketbook.
"We can put a closed-faced
rod and reel with matcffe,d
lures in your hand and you can
have a successful fishing
experience for just, $15,"
Kotis says. "There is at least
one firm that has a little rod
and reel combination that
enables an eight-year-old to go
fishing for $2 or $3. What's
more, he can cast, retrieve,
catch fish and do just about
everything his dad does."
When he talks about getting
youngsters and adults away
from megalopolis for a
delightful weekend of fishing,
Kotis doesn't underestimate
the problems. The new AFT-
MA president knows it is
getting harder and harder to
find a tranquil setting far from
the madding crowd. Still, he
isn't discouraged. His op-
timism is supported by a truly
remarkable history of federal
development of U. S water
resources.
For example; since the
Dingell-Johnson Act was'
passed in 1950 to aid sport
fishing, the 10 per cent excise
tax on all fishing equipment
has enabled the federal
government to make $205
million available for con-
struction of some 328 new
lakes. Moreover, this land-
mark legislation has made it
possible for state fish and
wildlife agencies to ,provide
access to 800,000 acres of lakes
and estuaries and some 2,200
miles of streams. Still other
benefits include extensive fish
Storey's
Food Gad
Open 7 Days A Week
8a. m. - 10:00 p. m.











provement of aquatic habitats
for fish, general improvement




Even as state and federal
agencies continue to create
new leisure time resources,
Dick Kotis and others in the
fishing tackle industry are
broadening the role they play
in getting neophytes out where
the action is.
"For the past 20 years
AFTMA has contributed the
proceeds from our national
trade show to educate the
young, outdoor recreation and
protect our woods and waters
heritage," Kotis says. The
Ohio business leader then
adds that AFTMA so far has
contributed more than $1.5
million of its trade show




League and" many research
organizations investigating
pollution of national waters.
"We also expect to move
into a new In-
ternational - Headquarters
museum in the Chicago area
this year,".--Kotis points out.
"This will enable us to expand
all of our educational
programs while we develop
prototype instructional
programs to help all of our
members teach children,
*omen's groups and others
how to find happiness in
fishing."
Dick Kotis still has the
818.95 reel he received as a
present when he graduated
from Garfield Heights High
School. Along with it, he also
has fond memories of loafers
and drape pants and playing
guard in the city football
championship at Cleveland
Stadium in 1943.
Looking back on those
bygone days, Kotis is candid
enough to admit that more
violent sports and peer group
pressure in high school .and
college did lessen his interest
in fishing for a brief time.
Having made the confession,
he quickly points, out that it
wasn't long after college until
he once again succumbed to
the permanent addiction that
eventually hooks most
anglers.
"It gets into your blood and
it's so enjoyable that I can't
help wanting to convert
others," he says. "That's why
I want to use my tenure as




So far, the cold fronts and he
water fluctuations are con-
tinuing and have kept the bass
and crappie from having any
rash feeding sprees.
The temperature on both
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes
have dropped 3 to 4 degrees
since last week, even though
the days have been sunny. The
bass which have been
reported caught on Kentucky
Lake were in the very backs of
the coves, next to grass and
brush. A spinner-bait or worm
should produce a decent string
if you don't spook the fish by
being in too close. At this time
of year, alniok any color
should do the job if the bass
are -feeding.
I feel as if the bass are
trying to go on the beds on
Kentucky Lake, but Barkley
has lowered its water level
about 4 inches and the only
place I could pick up any bass
at all. was out off the semi-
deep points. I used spinner
bait, worms, and crank baits
with the crank baits being the
ones to produce.
I found a few crappie off
these points and the larger
ones had spawned since last
week. Nothing to report on the
bluegill yet.
Some catfish are being
taken along rocky shorelines
and rip-rap underneath, the
bridges. An assortment of
baits have been used but the
large earthworm and night-
crawler are the best right
now.
While there are many
productive ways to catch
largemouth bass, there has
been a tendency among a lot of
fishermen to ignore the grass
beds and heavy brush, even
though they provide the bass
with shade, cover, cooler
temperatures, and an ambush
point for feeding.
Many anglers who do fish
these areas often cast ran-
domly without a definite
pattern or even a clue to
where the fish might be. Your
plan . of attack should be
carefully thought out and it
should include where to fish,
what lures to use, and how to
work them effectively.
The time of year is also
ithportant i as you might
guess ) on lakes that fluctuate,
like ours. These areas are
missed or ignored most during
hot summer months. You
should know that the shade
provided by the grass and
A 6'5 pound largemouth topped off this stringer of
bass caught last weekend by Darrell Forrester and Ken-
neth Lax. Kenneth (holding stringer) caught the WI
pounder on a jitterbug from a farm pond in Graves
County. Darrell is not pictured but Neil Lax stood in for
him. All are from Farmington, Ky.
heavy brush can be 8 to 10
degrees cooler than the sunlit
areas.
Fishing this way requires
devotion to perfection.
Nothing should be done
without a purpose and each
cast and retreive should be
mentally calculated first. The
most preferred place to start
is in a pocket or alley working
'the lure -from side to side
against the bursh, but staying
clear where the fish can get to
it. A bass will come around or
up under heavy brush like we
have here, but it can't get
through the heavier limbs.
• Whatever lure you use, try to
hit the open areas on your
cast, because rtiany of the
lures will eight ounce or
better and will snag badly If
dropped in a bush.
This then causes the fish to
move away if you shake or
jerk the bush most of the
time
If you're not catching fish on
a particular bait, don't stay
with it very long. Assume that
the fish are looking at your
lure all thy-lime, rather than,
believe that there are no fish
in this area. A positive ap-
proach such as this will force
you to change lures often and
vary the retrieve with each !
one until you unlock the
combination for that day
Happy fishing!




which have" produced over 1
million safe hunters, is getting
a boost with the hiring of three
area hunter safety training
officers. 26-year-old Brian R.







Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting iguipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses








.1 Guns g Ammo
---amr-711.y. 641 South Phone 753-9491
Kentucky University, will be
based in Murray and work in
western Kentucky. 27-year-old
Ronald M. Keal, who has
bachelor's and master's
degrees from WKU, will work
in central Kentucky and
based in Elizabethtown. !Ill 
'
year-old George W. Moikitjoy. •
''ho holds a bachelor's degree
from the Universtiy of Ken-
tucky and master's from the
University of Wisconsin, will
work in eastern Kentucky and
be based in Richmond. The
three training officers will
organize and conduct clinics
to certify youngsters and
adults safe hunters They 'II
also be training volunteer
hunter safety instructors. This
summer, the men will be
assigned to the department',
three sumnor camps to v.ork
in archery, outdoor first did
and safe hunter instruction 'At
a future date, statewide
coordinator will be hired to
oversee the wtTk of the threc




We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches










































































•equested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IM#EDIATE
Lv SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM




Holman Jones, 211' South
13th, phone 753-3128.
1 Notice
HAVING A YARD' Sale?
Pick-up free signs,

















































































43 41 ..... 1;575 45 46
r.......y.,....:.• _..".:L : 48 P
1 nited Fvature Sr di,•
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking














South 16th Street. 753-
3855. 15 per cent
discount to Senior
Citizens.





















8200 REWARD for in-
formation leading to
recovery of the items
mentioned stolen from
pickup truck at Wildcat
boat ramp recently.
Model 70 Winchester,
220 Swift Rifle with 8
power, Baush and Lomb
Scope, Model 39A
Marlin, 22 caliber rifle
with 4 power scope. 290
Colt CB 40 channel. Call
Calloway Sheriff, or 653-
JESUS STATES in 604.
Matthew 24:13, 14. "But ,  
he that shall endure unto  
the end, the same shall
be saved. And this
gospel of the kingdom
shall be preached in all
the world for a witness
unto all nations and then
shall the end come." For
further information
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q0LI CALL ''OUR 5tDE
AND WELL. CL OURS!
007 i5 OU7'. Q0,7*
trtT TeIE BALL. I













cGSO I CANET MY EXACTWEIGHT  
-1)
ANOTHER VADULD- BE
MI4G6ING, REX . I HAG,
A GOOG' LOOK AT
TI4056 TWO. I'LL FIND
THEM...
I SUPPOSE YOU WON 1:r
"),/NOW























5 lost And Found
LOST RED and
male Collie. Last seen
around Pottertown




Heights Is a brown and
white CoVie Dog. An-











must be married and
have experience in food
service. Send full
resume and picture to:





Mans World of Paducah
for interview, 443-1807.
BOYS AND GIRLS (No
age limit.) Graduation




See Wayne Linville, City
Hall Building, 5th and
Poplar, at 4 p. m. sharp





starting salau $600 per
month. Send complete
resume to P.O. Box 32T,
Murray, Ky.
LADY TO LIVE IN and
care for elderly lady.
Call after 3 p m. 753-

















minimum of 3 years
experience in both in-
dustrial, electrical-
instrument main-









Mr. Gene D. Smith, 502-
753-4926 or write Van-
derbilt Chemical Cor-
poration, Route 2. Box
54, Murray, Ky. 42071.
- - 
WANT   _ DENTAL
assistant for local













0. Box 417, Cookeville,
Tenn. 385001.
EXPERIENCED COOK.





in Person, only, between
10 a. m. and z p. m•
Holiday Inn of Murray.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This. is
7 your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-






sitter for baby girl,
beginning August.




753-9382 after 5 p. m.
14 Want To, Buy
WANTED TO PUR-
CHASE in Murray, New
Concord area. Twenty
(20) to fourty (40) acres.
Some timber preferred.
Fred Dollinan, 206 E.
Main, Yorkville, IL
60560.
100 BALES OF hay.
Reasonable. Call 474-..WANTID 8856.
1 Owner Operators, reliable
people id% dopoodablo frac
tars. Ti, operators snake in
access of $50,000 par soar.
CI Usbar Transport Inc
443-1735
BABYSTITER needed in
my home 5 days a week.




tion has an opening for
an experienced
chemical operator. Must














S. W. Ky. and N. W.
Tenn.
Guaranteed weekly


















- We sell chemical








You must have a
successful work or self
employment history.
Sales background op-


















An equal opportunity em-
LOANS FOR BUSINESS-
Real Estate or to in-
crease your sales. Mr.
Lamble, 317-282-1674.
14 Want To Buy





foreign. Also old gold








or lot on deep water.




, phone number and
address. Mail to P. 0.
Box 32P.
15 Articles For Sale
SALE - ALUMINUM
ladders, 6 ft. step, $14.88.
20 ft. extension, $24.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
USED AIR CON-
DMONER. We also buy
used air conditioners.
Dill Electric, 753-9104 or
753-1551.
"NEVER USED anything
like it," say users of
Blue Lustre • carpet
cleaner. Rent electric




sizes, -all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.







carrier return. 6 repeat
characters. Call 436-
2432.
18 CUBIC foot chest
freezer. $60. Call 753-
2386.
RUG 13'6" x 23'6", color-
green valler. Very good
condition. Includes
padding and extra short
pieces. Call 753-2501.
REBUILT LAWN
Mowers. $25 and up. K
and H Repair, 94 East.
375 LB. BAR bell set, $30.
Graduate plates in kilos
and pounds from 20 kilos
to 44 pounds, and one
kilo and 1 quart to 21/2
pounds. Bar and collars,
45 pounds. Bar 7'2" long.
Call 753-5720.
AIR COMPRESSORS for
sale. All sizes available.






IF 'YOU think home fires
always happen to other





WHEEL horse, 36" cut.
V's horse lawn mower.
Rebuilt engine. $350.
Call 753-1208.
GRASS HOG cuts grass





To Be Given Away







15 Articies For Sale
GOOD LONG DRESS,







washer. All cycles. $75.




Sale price, $49.95. Wallin
HaTti. Mare, Paris. -
16.Home furnishings
HOUSE SALE, furniture,
rugs, TV, bicycle, etc.
Friday through Sunday,










$45.00. We rebuild your





Wide front end. Good
tires, new paint. $1000.
Call 436-2448 after 4 p.
m.
JOHN DEERE lawn and
garden tractor. One
year old, 16 h. p.
Hydrostatic slueal
hydraulic lift, 48"
mower, 4 h. p. vacuum
attachment and land-
scaping rake. Call 436-
2432.
1473 MASSEY Ferguson
300 combine. Call 435-
4232 or 435-4238 after 5 p.
m.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




6 times. Call 753-2967
after 5' p. m.
DOZER, Caterpillar.
Older model in good
running condition.
Hydraulic. Priced very
reasonable. Will pay fly






345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers, Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and





profile new 1977 Apollo
jet boats. Call 527-1436
days or 527-8814 nights.
Located at Edwards
Motor Co., 305 E. 4th,
Benton, Ky.
1973 MODEL 14' Ebbtide
Bassmaster, 50 h. p.
Evinrude. Tilt trailer,
carpet. $1600. Call 753-
2720. •
1973 MARLIN ski barge,
motor and trailer. Also
topper for short wheel
base pickup. Call 753-
0645 or 753-8767. .
14' DURACItAFT boat
and trailer. 35 h. p.
Johnson motor. Call 753-
3608.
28' PONTOON boat. 1973
Johnson 65 horse motor.
Carpet on floor. Call 753-
4904.
1970 20' TRI-HULL Mark -
Twin, with tandem
trailer. 215 h. p. Mere.
Cruiser with heavy duty
outdrive. Boat, motor




V-bottom. 18 h. p. motor.,




fishing boat, $195. See at





Call 753-2967 after 4 p.
m.
POWERBILT golf clubs,
full set. Call 753-6901
before 3:30,
12' ALUMINUM Jon boat,
4 horse motor and
trailer. Also four G78-15
inch tires, glass belted.
Cali 753-4589.
11/2 H.P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling













with glass doors and
mesh drawn screen. All
sizes and finishes.
• $88.88. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
SALE - TILLERS chain
drive with B and S











made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








times, $60. 19" x 21" x
141/2" built-in icebox for







sink, hearing aid, old
oak barn logs, T.V.
antenna and rotary, pie
safe, hip boots, and 4 h.
p. tiller. Call 753-4661.
ELECTRIC COOK stove,
870 Remington pump
gun 410. Call 75.11208.
ELECTRIC RANGE,
breakfast set. Good
condition. Also 5 h. p.
riding mower and 3 h. p.
push mower. Call 753-
9680.





$13.50 sq. roll roofing
$6.50 ea., 15 lb. felt $5.00.
4 x 8 particle board cs"
at $1.40, xis" at $2.00, kt"
at $2.50, S'a" at $2:85.
Plywood 34" at WOO- 2 x
4's at 80 cents ea.
Paneling 4 x 8 sheets
over 80 selections
starting at $2.75 ea.
Wood spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styrofoam insulation -
1/2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$25.00, used office chairs
starting at $5.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents lb. Closet cedar 4 x
8 sheets $3.75 to WOO.
Ross & Tuck Salvage
Mdse. Inc., P.O. Box 88,




Stratton. 4 h. p. Good
condition, $65. Call 753-
0297.
I.















































































































FOR SALE - full set of
hair clippers only been
used 1 time. Would like
to buy used twin bed.
Call 753-1677.
UPRIGHT PIANO, small
desk and chain. Both in
good condition. Call 753-
7475.
RCA 25" COLOR console
TV. Perfect color
reception, $200. SPedi
sun lamp with stand,
like new, $25. Antique
solid oak table, Circa




steel and molded vinyl
seat and backs. Ex-
cellent condition. $5.00





console in your home for





new. For balance due or
low monthly payment. J
and B Music-Magnavox,
753-7575.
SONY TC 580 reel to reel
tape deck, Sansui -RA-
500 reverb, JVC 5551
stereo receiver, 240
watts, two Pioneer CS-99
speaker systems,. 100




prices. Call 753-3366 or
762-4468 ask for Dennis,
leave message.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1974 DOUBLE WIDE
mobile home in Riviera
Ct. Good condition.
Partially furnished.
Asking' $11,500. Call 762-
2896 days, or 753-6776
after 5:30.
12x 65 unfurnished, extra
* nice. $5100. Call 489-2792.
1472 CHAMPION 24 x 60 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
1 central heat-air, par-
tially furnished. Call
489-2181.
FOR SALE OR RENT -
12 x 60, 2 bedroom
trailer. Call 436-5604.
12 x 50, CARPET, modern
at 169 Riviera Cts. Call
753-9330 after 2 15.
21 Mobile Home Sales
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to aft 8
acres. All within 2 yeaos
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p.m. 901447-
5457, Purvear, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals




only. $120 month. Open
Saturday May 14. Call
753-5342 after 4:30 p. m.
" MDB1LE ROMEldi- rent.




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-32110._
30 Business Rentals
BUILDING at 323 N. 4th.





Kellys Pest Control, 100
South 13th.
32 Apartments For Rent
FOR RENT - nice















apartment for 1 or 2. $85
per month. Call 753-7243.
TWO BEDROOM
apartment, air con-






ments. Inquire at 1414
Vine.






















Review this comenimitly emerged helm located at 1111 S.
16th. This beam themes 3 Meteors, den with impressive
fireplace, hoilt-ia bitchier sad doable carport. The yard is
hemitifeNy lawdscesied wed Mere is a large pith e for year in.
loymosit.
Need lets ef rosm7 Try this home at $OO N. 174 St. with 3
bedrooms mid • Hedy. The extra Jot with this loose is perfect
for • plerygromml sr1s. Priced at $34,000.
Cowatry living! This 3 hokroem Mose is located ea Nov. 783
last math .4 121 N. iii acre. The hem* has electric heat mid 2
wisdom air cereditioners Twe baths with e shower wed dee that
maid be esed for Hedy or twin reem, ors rietstaadim features
of this home. Priced at 1.33,000.
Wilson
Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.
202 S. 4th St. Pb•••753-3243 Anytime
34 Houses For Rent
AVAILABLE furnished
house for three college
girls. One block from
University. Phone 753-
4974.
36 for Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - four







FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side- Coure-aquare.
-Mayfield, - 2500 sr -ft








filly. Call after 5 and
weekends, Col. Morgan,
498-8376.
NUBIAN milk goat and
kid. Gentle, gives It
gallon a day. Call 753-
0672 nights.
PERFORMANCE tested
42 and 3/4 blood Sim-
mental and Maine-
Anjou bulls. Only the
very best performance
bulls. Selected from
over 1,000. Cows are
being offered for sale.
Broad Bent Farms,
Cadiz, Ky. 42211. Call





good guard dog. Call 753-
7997 after 4 p. m.
GERMAN SHEPHERD
puppies. AKC. Black-
silver. From $75-up. Jim

















Friday and Saturday, 8 -
? May 13 and 14. Corner
of North 16th and 121
Bypass. Lots of clothes
miscellaneous.
YARD SALE, 309 N. 7th,
Saturday, 9-5.
YARD SALE, two party,
Saturday, May 14. 9 to 4.
1403 Cardinal Drive.
bassinet, baby items,







located 5 minutes from
Murray. Extra large lot
goes with house. Lot is
perfect for horses or
garden area. Owners
are moving and anxious
to sell. Excellent 'op-
portunity for fine buy on
a quality home. Phone
Kopperud Realty 753-
1222 for more, in-
formation.
RETIRED AND looking
for a place to live? Or
are you looking for
rental property? Look
no further! Consider this
recently painted, two
bedroom, house on
South 10th Street. Priced
for any pocketbook,
under $10,000.00. Call
today for an ap-
pointment. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505





South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 751101
A PLACE TO SWIM. You
would open the doors to
comfortable, private
casual living with your
own 20 x 40 fenced
swimming pool and 3
bedroom home located
close to shopping cen-
ters. This is the first
time offered.andprk_e
in the -low Ws. -Don't
miss- out itin -this-. one
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222, for
an appointment to see
this fine home.
MIEIE91 (3101M.
46. Homes For Sale
EXCEPTIONALLY'
NICE house for starter
or retirement. Enjoy
country living, 2 miles
from town in this 2
bedroom brick with
large yard, big kitchen,
spacious living dining"
room with fireplace.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-52011 or 753-4140.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1970-i TRIUMPH TR6








with extras. $3,100. Call
753-6545.
SEVEN ROOM house, 4
acres land, Nity owittir /963-FORD. pickup truck.
930,000. Lynn Grove, 435- Small bush hog. Call 436-
4240. Leaving area. 5411.
ANOTHER NEW
LISTING. Lovely 3
bedroom, 1'2 bath home
at 1312 Kirkwood Drive.
A pretty den with
fireplace that opens on-
to a redwood deck. An













LIVING in East Y
Manor. A white brick 3
bedroom ranch home on
large lot. Has electric
baseboard--heat, carpet,




basketball court. A nice
. comfortable home at a
reasonable price.
$29,500. Contact Guy





202 Smith Oh Street
Mem 733-3243
OWNER SAYS SELL!!!
Income property. . . 2
story frame house near
university, 2 apart-
ments, central gas heat,




















proximately 240' x 300'
with city water
available. Faces Oaks
Country Club Road. Call




206 S. 4th Street
753-3446
New listhm 11•44841.
44 Lots For Sale
LOT FOR Can
build house or set up
trailer. Call 753-6-083 for
information.
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
lake lot. Water access,
tennis, swimming. Near
Aurora. Call 1-376-5672.
45 Farms For Sale
144 ACRE FARM,
tobacco base, 2 springs,




Wooded 3 acres, 12
, minutes North Of
Murray. 641. Call 527-
1087.
HOUSE IN COUNTRY
nearly finished, -NO sq.
ft.-on- 3-wooded acres.
Large garden, well
septic tank, all utilities.
61.2 miles SE of Murray.
$10,000. Call 436-2173.
FOUR BEDROOM, 2'r:-
baths, on Oaks Country
Club, golf course. Call
753-9931.



















den and kitchen. Half
basement, utility porch




yard and large garden
spot, &treacly prepared.
Convenient to schools
and 1 block from




home, with den, kitchen,
living room and bath.
Carpeted.Storm win-
dows. New siding. Barn-
style garage with
workshop and upstairs.
Lot is 55'x250'. $22,500.
See at 419 S. 8th St.
Phone 753-4138 after 5:00
pin.
THREE BEDROOM
HOUSE in Stella. Carpet
throughout, large lot,
space for garden. Call
753-5881
THREE BEDROOM
frame on a large lot. 7.5
miles East of Murray on









bra small bike. Knobby
tires front and rear.
Asking $250.00. Call 437-




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
MINT CONDITION. 1954
Nash Farina, 4 door with
46,000 hriginal miles.
Call 753-5208 or 753-4140.
1972 DSTSt N 240-Z, good









1 9 7 3 UTLASS
SUPRI-ME, Good
cond . t..,1 . Power
steern .. brakes and air.
Nlarow ath White top.
000 I all 753-4015.
After 4 , iii call 753-6103.
1968 C I %LINA, good
fishing or. $100. Call
767-4252 lay or night. .
1974 PINTO SQUIRE
wagon ( all 753-6848
after 6 Must sell.
1970 TRIUMPH. Call
after 3 p. m. 753-0407.
1974 CUTLASS Supreme.







wheel, and all power .
$750.00. Call 1-354-6217.
1974 HONDA Civic Haien-
back. 35 mpg. Excellent
shape. $1595. Call 435-
4413.
1967 CHEVROLET truck.




air condition, full power,
radial tires, power tail
gate. Call 753-5115 after
6 p. m.
1972 FORD RANCHERO
GT new tires, ET mags, -
excellent condition. Call
492-8187 before 6 p. m. or
see Osborn Texaco in
Hazel.
1974 FORD Ranch
Wagon. Power and air.
$1850. Must sell. Call 1-
247-7503.
1943 CHEVY short bed
ton truck. Call 753-6901
before 3:30.
1914 CHEVY one ton
truck. Long wheel base-
new engine, tires rm paint
and more. Call 436-2713.
1967 CHEVROLET step







$475. Gall evenings, 436-
5679.
1974 FORD van, E-200,
27,000 miles. Call 753-
2967 after 5 p.
EXTRA CLEAN
Squareback V. W. Can
be seen 521 South 13th
after 5 p. m.
1968 CAMARO heeds
work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween Sand 7p. m.
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials,
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 437-4606
after 4 p. m. If no an-
swer, call 354-8222.
19/6 DODGE Adventurer,
4 wheel drive. Extras
Call 436-2332
1973 DODGE DART,
$1,000.00 or best offer.
Call 436-2190
F-600 DUMP truck and 3
axle trailer. Call 436-
2261.
1967 FORD PICKUP,
$395. See at Swift
Roofing Company,
Industrial Road or call








Ford pickup. With tool
box. Good condition. See
at Riviera Cts. or call
753-3280 between 8 and 5.
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power




SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward Ken-
Lake. 'Authorized Fan
and Star Craft dealer.
Clean used campers.
Open' 7 days per week.
Call 753-0605. ,
MUST SELL DUE to
injury. 1977 28' Travel
trailer, self contained,
air condition, center
bath, twin beds, SE at
Lakeside Camping








trailer, sleeps 6. Priced
reduced, must sell. Call
753-7292.
AZTEC POP UP camper,
















plate and window glass.
M and G Complete
Glass, 753-0110.
.DRIVEWAYS white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.
WILL BABYSIT in my
home for infants 1 year









ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
HOME REPAIR, pain-





work needs call John






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after
p. m. 436-5896.





Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call -Mike Hut-
chens, 753-0359.




windows and doors. Call
753-4124.
K AND H REPAIR - 94
East. Phone 753-3323.
Lawn mower and small
engine. 1 day service.
- 753-4545--772--
51 Services Offered
L & M Blacktopping, seal









NEED TREES cut, or








of any kind. Phone 753-
9753. -
WILL DO LIGHT •
housekeeping in or in .
suburbs of Murray. Two
days a week. Call 489-
2640.
WILL HAUL LIME or LYONS BROTHERS
white rock or sand. Call Custom Dozer work. No
753-6763, Roger Hutson, job,too big or too small.
/DOI tons, 474-2264. -
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal,



















house siding & trim. Call
Jack Glover, 753-1873











struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.











TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and





rock gardens, etc. Also
free estimate on stone
work. Call 753-0122.
53 Feed And Seed
TWO HUNDRED bushel
ear corn. Call 753-3569.
54 free Column
HALF ST. Bernard, 10
months old. Needs good
home. Call 436-5604.
THREE LONG HAIRED
Kittens. Real cute. Call
753-8500.
FREE PUPPIES, "2 coon
hound. Call 753-8046.
FREE SIX WEEKS old
Calico kitten. Sweet and
beautiful. Call 753-6219.
Confused
About how to decorate your bathroom?
Who wouldn't be with so many materials on
the market today, and everybody screaming
'that their's is the best.'
Before you decide, come see our marble
display. We think it speaks for itself. We
think you will agree.
Pin an end to vuur confusion at. . .
Thornton Tile
So 9th St And Marble 753-5719
-Quality That Will Please"
ATTENTION NONE OWNERS
Another year is wino by and you ore paying
those _high utility bills for air conditioning and
this winter it will be heat bills Let us cut those
utility bills plus beautify your home with No
insulated aluminum siding We also do trim
work on brick harries
All Work Guaranteed
Products Guaranteed by Factory












Avoid Costly Home Repairs
Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
PIN*0 owned mod soemited ever 20 room D. AV twin toy contrite'
twig 1.• is finished
100 South 13th St. Phone 753-3914
aoormys F•th ond Shr,bs
MaTb0.1
PEST
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Rcifiroad Not Entitled Td Refund
Of Taxes, Appeals Court Rules
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1API - percentage of total operating
The Louisville and Nashville expenses on the railroad
Railroad Co. is not entitled to applicable to Kentucky. The
a rrefund of $99,388 in state • railroad- contended that the
;ales and use taxes, the machinery and parts in
•Xentucky Court of Appeals question were - not 
taxable
ruled Friday. because they were used in the
The company claimed it was furtherance of interstate
unfairly taxed on material and commerce. The company also
equipment, including repair contended that the tax would
and replacement parts, it place an undue burden on such
purchased. L & N asked for a commerce. -
refund from the state Revenue L lk N said Kentucky's
1)epartment for the sales and rolling stock law applied to the
use *taxes paid from July 1, machinery,. and parts in-
1960 to Sept. 30, 1969. question.
The company contended However, the appeals court
that the machinery and parts Panel agreed with both the
re-,--itainplAroal-laxatiimi_..sta.te Board_of _Tax Appeals....._.
under the IrEitu-Cry Tav-v."- rranklin tIreth"Rtrt
covering 'Tolling stock." The
ti rill generally applies to
locomotives and other
railroad cars.
I. & N also argued that the
equipment was exempt from
Kentucky taxation because it
was used in interstate
commerce.
L & N, a Kentucky cor-
poration, operates railroad
system crossing 13 states
through nine operating
livisions, six of which have
tracks in Kentucky.
During the four-year period
in question, L & N bought the
machinery and parts outside
Kentucky for use in its
system-wide maintenance of
railway operations. some
were delivered to Kentucky.
The state Revenue
Department contended that
the goods were taxable under
a state law which imposes a
use tax on machinery and
equipment brought into the
state for construction or
repair of steam or electric
. railway systems.
The state, agency deter-
mined the amount of the tax
using a formula' based on the
percentage of repair and
repla.oement parts to be
allocated to Kentucky, and the
that the materials did not
come under the protection of
- the rolling stock statute, and
that the tax posed nd undue
burden on interstate com-
merce, although it might
affect the cost of conducting
business.
The appeals court cited a
1939 U.S. Supreme Court
decision in a case involving
the Southern Pacific Co.,
which held that the company's
rails, equipment, machinery
and tools were subject to
California's use tax because
they had a "taxable moment"
in that state before being used
in interstate operations.
Likewise, the Kentucky
appellate court said the
railway materials in question
had a taxable moment in
Kentucky.
In another case, appealed
from Lincoln Circuit . Court,
the appellate panel held that,
lie detector tests are Mad-
missable as evidence unless
there is a written stipulation
that the results may be in-
troduced.
The appellate court
reversed the lower court
conviction of Shelby Napier
Jr. on a charge of grand
Income Tax Receipts
Increase In April
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Kentucky's individual income
tax and . coal severance tax
receipts increased in April,
and residents spent record
amounts on new and used
motor vehicles, says the state
Department of Revenue.
April General Fund
revenues were $90.9 million,
up almost $28 million from
April 1976, bringing General
Fund receipts for the first 10
months of the fiscal year to
$949.7 million.
That was a 10.6 per cent
increase over the same period
last fiscal year, according to
figures released Thursday by
the Revenue Department.
Revenue Commissioner
Maurice Carpenter said it
appears the state will meet its
goal of $1.2 billion in General
Fund receipts for the entire
fiscal year, which ends June
30.
Individual income tax
receipts for thirst 10 months
were $263.1 million, up 16.7 per
cent from the comparable
period the year before, ac-
cording to Revenue Depart-
ment figures.
Corporation income tax
receipts for the period totaled
$88.1 million, down from $93.9
million the year before. But
the increase in individual
income tax recipients brought
total income tax collections
for the 10 months to $351.2
million, up 9.9 per cent from
the comparable period last
fiscal year.
Paul Tanner, director of the
Revenue Department's
research staff, said the lag in
corporation- tax receipts
probably is temporary, due to
provisions that let companies
put off paying the full amount
of their taxes until the end of
the tax year.
By the end of the fiscal year,
he said, "we think that's going
to be above last year."
Coal severance tax receipis
of $10.2 million for April, up
from 88.4 million in April 1976,
brought 10-month severance
tax receipts to $81.7 million,
up 8.9 per cent.
Kentuckians spent more
than ever during April on
motor vehicles, Tanner said.
Motor vehicle usage taxes,
which reflect sales of new and
used vehicles, amounted to
$9.8 million, breaking the
March record of $8.6 million.
The figure for April 1976 was
$7.9 million.
The April figure, he said,
-represents about $200 million
worth of motor vehicle sales in
Kentucky, by far the biggest
month we've ever had." He
attributed the increase to
higher sales volume and
higher prices.
Total Road Fund tax
receipts for the 10 months
were $254.6 million, up 7.1 per
cent, though overall Road
Fund receipts for the period
declined 5.1 per cent to $375.3
million.
Tanner said that was mostly
because of a decline in federal
grants from $128.7 million in
the first 10 months of last
fiscal year to $94 million in the
same period this year.
The 10-month total of
agency and trust fund
revenues was $688.6 million,
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"Your Vohs tt influence
Deeply Appreciated"




larceny and ordefed a new Court conviction of Estil Bro. John Dale will speak at
trial. Johnson for sellong alcoholic the 8:30 a. m., 10:40 a. m., and
The appeals court said the beverages in violation of local six p. m worship services on
defense counsel had objected option laws, saying it was not Sunday, May 15, at the
to the • polygraph ii results a case of entrapment, as Seventh and Poplar Church of
because they were in- Johnson contended. . Christ. His morning sermon
conclusive, hazy, and "in- The court said an essential topic will be "This Is The Day
competent as evidence," but ingredient for entrapment is Which The Lord Hath Made"
that the circuit judge resumed showing that a defendant was with scripture from Psalm
the trial and permitted the lie induced by police or someone . 11821-24.
detector evidence to be acting in cooperation with the Assisting in the 8:30 service
presented to the jury. police to commit an act he was :ill be Jack Ward, an-
The appellate court did not 
not other \vise disposed to nouncements, Alan Jones,
bother to outline the reasoning 
commit, in order to obtain song service, Floyd Garland,
found in precedent-setting 
evidence for prosecution, scripture reading, and Owen
"When the authorities only Nloseley and Tommiecases, saying that the
"repugnancy of the polygraph 
afford the defendant an op- Schroader, prayers.
as evidence is thoroughly 
porrunity to commit the of- Jack Rose will make the
,in ±th-ecriminaHaw 
lense, it is not entrapment," announcements . and _Jerry__
of this commonwealth." the "Mt "tied. - --Toffs wiit-direct -the- sang-
The only exception is with a 
The appeals panel said the service at 10:40 a. m. and six
written stipulation that the 
testimony showed that p. ni. Steve Howard will read
test results may be admitted, 
Johnson was ready and willing the morning scripture with
the court said. to 
commit the offense, and prayers to be led by Ron
An appeals court panel that 
the only thing police did McNutt and .Kevin Colson.
upheld the Munlenberg Circuit was 
afford him an op- Bro. Dale will speak on
portunity. -The Continuing Revival"
with scripture from Hebrews
3.13-15 to be read by Charles
Reed to the six p. m. service.
Prayers will be led by Jerry
Howard and Rick Spann.
Serving The Lord's Supper
made a grab impossible. will be Ken Humphreys, Art
Austin and the McMasters Jewell, Roy Harmon, and
decided to check out the child- Paul Ragsdale, Tommie
custody arrest procedures of
local police. 
Schroader, Michael Russell,
Ronnie Sills, and Earl Steele
Aurora police had the will serve on the extension
Tennesee arrest warrant.
Mrs. McMasters had the
Department. Sherri Thomas
will be teen nursery helper.
custody- papers. They were
Son Returned To Mother
After Three Months, $10,000
an arrest warrant charging
Goodwin with kidnaping.
Mrs. McMasters tried to
recovyr her son through the
legal system but failed. She
spent $10,000 for private
detectives without success.
Finally, she hired "Mean
Gene" Austin, who for 14
years has been in the child-
custody kidnaping business.
It took Austin five days to
locate Goodwin and Chad in
Aurora.
A day later, after an all-
night drive from Tennessee,
Austin, Mrs. McMasters and
-her husband, Michael
McMasters, were in Denver.
With the McMasters at his
side, Austin spent three days
studying Goodwin's habits,
watching him drive to work,
shopping, strolling the streets.
Chad was always at his side.
"At the right moment, we
grab the boy and run," Austin
explained during long hours of
waiting. "It's a lousy way of
doing business, but the law
doesn't act. It's this official
inactivity that forced me into
the business."
Goodwin's watch over Chad
DENVER (AP) - Three
months, $10,000 and 1,500
miles after her 4-year-old son
, was taken away by her former
husband in Tennessee,
Donelle McMasters took her
boy back.
It took help from a
professional child snatcher
who admits, "It's a lousy way /tad she would probably get
of doing business, but the law' custody of Chad as soon as
doesn't act." Goodwin was arrested.
For young Chad it was over. Goodwin was arrested a
"When can we go to grand_ short time later at a shopping
ma's house?" he asked center, and Chad was taken to
moments after a joyful the police station and a 
The First Baptist Church
will have regular services on
reunion with his mother reunion with his mother.
Friday at a „police station in Goodwin spent Friday night 
Sunday;- May 15, with the
Aurora, apenver suburb. at the county jail on the 
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill"
Chad was abducted in Tennessee arrest warrant: 
Whittaker, speaking at 10:45
. .
February in Chattanooga, _ 
a m and seven p m.
Its morning mibject will be
Tenn., where he was living
with his mother. She had won Middle School PTO -Here Comes The Bride" withscripture from John 2:1-11,
custody last year in a court
battle with her,, former 
and his evening subject will be
husband, Dave Goodwin. Plans Meet Tuesday -The Mystery of His Will"with scripture from Ephesians
Tenfiessee authorities issued 19-10.
Bill Wilson, minister of
youth, will give the invocation,
and Jamie Washer will serve
as deacon of the week. 'Gus
Robertson, Jr., will direct the
congregational singing with
Joanne Bowker as organist
and Alene Knight as pianst.
Special music at the mor-
ning service will be by the
Oneida Baptist Institute
Choir. At the evening service
the Young Musicians will sing,
and the Adult Choir, directed
by Eula McCain, will sing "In
Heavenly Blue Abiding."





Rally Day, an annual event
held by the Calloway County 4-
H Council, was held recently
at Murray State University
with 4-H members throughout
the county participating in the
event.
The pledge to the American
flag was led by Michelle
Jarrett, Crusaders 4-H Club.
Raymond Grady, Stella Stars
4-H Club, led the pledge to the
4-H flag. Room chairmen were
Mrs. Louise Morris and Mrs.
Marjorie Grady.
Junior Division winners
were: Dairy Foods - Trisha
Clark; Horticulture - Michelle
Jarrett; Health - Raymond
Grady; Arts and Crafts -
David Grady; Eleeric - Rex
Morgan; Animal Science -
Leland Steely.
Senior Division winners
were: General - Martha Holy Communion will be
Pitman; Photography - Laura celebrated at the services at
Jarrett; Arts and Crafts - 9:45 a.m. on Sunday, May 15,
Patti Robinson; and Chuck at the St. John's Episcopal
Harrison received a hive Church, Main and Broach
ribbon for his geneir Streets, Murray.
demonstration. Bill Black will be the lay
Division winners will reader and Ray Rociden will
participate May 21 at the Area be acolyte.
4-H Rally to be held at 9:00 a. Slides on Guatemala will be
m. in the Carlisle County shown at,10:45 a.m, before the
Middle School at Bardwell. break for classes at 11:25 a.m.
The Murray Middle School
Parent-Teacher Organization
will meet Tuesday, May 17, at
7:00 p.m. in the school gym.
New officers will be in-
stalled and the Murray Middle
School Stage Band will per-
form.
All parents, teachers, and
interested persons are urged




The Douglas Civic Im-
provement Club will meet
Monday, May 16, at 7:00 p.m'.
at the Douglas Center on
North Second Street.
Earnesteen Skinner,
president, urges all persons,
both young and old, to be
present.
Senior Citizens Will
Go To Empire Farm
The Lynn Grove and
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
take a trip to Empire Farm in
the Land Between the Lakes
on Monday, May 16. The bus
will leave from St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, at 9:30 a.m.
For further information





Day To Keep It Holy" will be
the subject of the sermon by
the Rev. W. Edd Glover at the
eleven a.m, worship services




Taking the offering will be
Jerry Speight arid Randy
towe. Ushers will be Craig
Crawford, Greg Cain, Randy
Garland, and Tommy Thorn-
ton.







To Hear Speaker -
From Georgia
Robert Camp, president of
Religion Science and- Com-
munication Research and
Development Corporation,
Decatur, Ga., will be the guest
speaker at the 10:30 a. m.
worship services on Sunday,
May 15, at the University
Church of Christ. He is also
vice-president of the Sledge
Smith Planning Corporation of
Atl5n157- - --
Ernie Bailey will direct the'
song service with Don Shores
to read the morning scripture,
Genesis 1:26-31. Prayers will
be led by R. B. Barton and
Harold' Grogan. 'Robert
Hendon will make the an-
nouncements.
Bro. Kenneth Hoover,
minister of the church, will
speak on "When Is Sin
Fatal'?" at the six p. m. ser-
vice with the scripture
reading from Hebrews 10:19-
31. Prayers will be led by John
Nanny and Charles
Sinotherman.
Serving The Lord's Supper
on Sunday will be Aobby
Martin, David Fitts, Bruce
Miller, Gary Taylor, Joey
West, Barry Grogan, Tommy
Reid, Jace Wilson, and Rolanu
Goodgion.
Nursery supervisors will be
Hazel Berkley, Judy Fitts,
Stella Scarborough, Tammy
Curd, Carolyn Colson, and
Amy Doran.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a. m. Sunday.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
359.2, up 0.2.
Below dam 313.8, up 4.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.1.
Below dam 308.2, down 1.5.
Sunsa 7:56. Sunrise 5:50.
Chtin Church Will °wird'
Speaker
Hear Jerry Page Speak TO Dr. Fisher
Jerry L Page, president of
the Crounse Corporation,
Paducah, and past-chairman
of the Board of Directors,
Board of Church Extension of
Disciples of Christ, will be the
guest speaker at the 10:45 a.
m, worship service on Sunday,
May 15, at the First Christian
Church, North Fifth Street,
Murray.
The speaker joined the
Crounse Corporation upon
graduation from law school.
He is also president of the
Southern Barge Line Cor-
poration. He is a member of
the First Chrirttan Church,
Jerry L Page
Paducah, services on the
board of elders, sings in the
adult choir, served as
chairman of the Ad-
ministrative Board, 1965-66,
and as church treasurer since
1971.
Lyle Underwood will be the
worship leader. Candle
lighters will be Jerry Broach
and Charles Cella. Greeters
will be Dr. and Mrs. D. M.
Doty and Lee Stewart.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Margaret Porter with Jane
Prince as organist, will sing





The Rev. Fred Morton of the
United Campus Ministry will
be the guest speaker at the
10:45 a.m. worship services on
Sunday, May 15, at the First
Presbyterian Church.
His subject will be "People
Who Live In Glass Houses -"
with scripture from Psalms
145:1-9 and John 8:3-11.
Kathy Mowery win be the
choir director and Pat Mc-
Cormick will be the organist.




cheon will be served to honor
new members and high school
seniors.
New members include Dr.
and. Mrs. R. Scott Pricer and
Julie, Mrs. Lora C. Arnold,
Major and Mrs. Darrel Mc-
Ferron, Charlie Shroat,
Charles Thomas Riley,
Dorothy Loftin, Lee Stewart,
David Gore, May Rom Clay
Perkins, Chris Greer and
Brent Boston.
High school seniors for 1977
include Bruit Austin, Brad
Boone, Tammy Boone, John
Hart, Bobby Hopkins, Bruce
Marvin„ Emily porter, Kelly
Breskt,-- Bryan -Warner, and
Barry Wells.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. M.
The First United Methodist
Church will have worship
services at 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
on Sunday, May 15, with the
speaker to be the Rev. Dr.
church.
Fisher, pastor of tchurch.ch. 
His subject will be
"Essentials For Living" with
scripture from Matthew 23:23.
Special music at the early
service will be a solo by Linda
Hoffman, and at the later
service the Chancel Choir,
directed by Paul Shahan with
Bea Farrell as organist, will
sing the anthem, "I Will Not
Leave You Comfortless."
• Church School will be at 9:45
a.m.
The youth groups will meet
at five rtn. Sunday for'
recreation with supper at 5:30











Friends and supporters of Judge
Robert 0. Miller have arranged a
rally and we have attempted to
phone many of you. The line was
busy for some of you or you
were not at home at the time of
the call. If you have not been
contacted and if you are a sup-
porter, you are invited to attend.
We urge everyone to attend this
important rally.













Check out their credentials today
Dodge has just introduced a new mid-price luxury car. With the sort of
things you expect in a luxury car. A classic, sculptured look. Standard
features like a 318 V8 engioe with Electronic Lean Burn System,
power steering, power front disc/rear drum brakes, automatic
transmission, and an interior that's nothing short of elegant.
'All-in a new Manageable size-for ease- of rtianeuering.
It's called Diplomat, and it's available in two- and four-door
models. Buy or lease one at your Dodge I)ealer's today. 
See and drive the brand-new Dodge Diplomats at:
ij
-a•
(.1
Cladije
Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore 7534632
•
